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Abstract 

This paper compares the spatial distribution datasets on monthly precipitation totals derived from the Famine Early 

Warning System Network FEWS NET service (CHIRPS 2.0 product) and the International Mission of the Global 

Precipitation Measurement GPM (IMERG v06 product) with ground-based observations of a stationary weather 

stations located in the steppe region of the Crimean Peninsula in order to assess the representativeness of the precip-

itation spatial distribution and the applicability of the datasets for water balance calculations and agricultural crop 

dynamics modeling. A close convergence was observed between the estimated monthly precipitation totals and the 

precipitation gauge data during the study period (January 2017 – July 2020), with mean correlation coefficients of 

0.75 and 0.73 for the GPM IMERG and CHIRPS, respectively. Both products generally overestimated the precipita-

tion values compared to the measured data, with GPM IMERG (final run) exhibiting the greatest overestimations 

(1.3-2.1 times the weather station values). Our results demonstrate the requirement of GPM-derived precipitation 

estimations (particularly those from the GPM_3IMERDL v06 daily accumulated late run dataset) to be additionally 

verified and calibrated based on data from regional weather stations or the CHIRPS 2.0 product (if available). 
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1. Introduction  

The amount of precipitation over a certain period of time is the principle limiting factor for crops growing 

in rainfed agriculture conditions across arid zones. The level of initial moisture content in a particular field 

(at sowing or seedling emergence) is typically employed as an initial parameter in crop modeling and is 

determined via field surveys (estimated moisture from soil samples or soil moisture sensors), water balance 

calculations based on the agrohydrological modeling of the preceding period and remote sensing (RS) da-

ta. The spatial resolution of the data services that provide soil moisture information from the upper 3-

5 cm soil layer and the layer up to 1 m are currently relatively low, at approximately 25 × 25 km and 

10 × 10 km respectively, with data delays from 3 days up to 3 months (Karthikeyan et al. 2017; Yee et al. 

2017). Such resolutions allow for the application of the datasets in global modeling, but not for their direct 

usage in the monitoring and forecasting of tasks in the field. Furthermore, in arid zones, particularly in 

rainfed conditions, precipitation can be highly variable, the measurement accuracy of which, its spatial and 

temporal variation, often determines the accuracy of water balance calculations and crop growth simula-

tion results. 

https://orcid.org/0000-0002-7075-3230
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One of the most significant achievements of the last two decades in global precipitation measurements 

has been the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) (Liu et al. 2012), a joint project between 

NASA and the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA). TRMM was originally intended to run for 3 

years, yet it was deployed for more than 15 years (1997-2015). During this mission, many developments, 

basic algorithms and global approaches were determined to assess the interrelation of the atmospheric 

processes connected with the water cycle, including the application of microwave radiometers for precipi-

tation measurements (Ebert et al. 2007; Huffman et al. 2007; Liu, Zipser 2015). Despite the significant 

raster size of the precipitation fields (spatial resolution 0.25º or approx. 500 km2 for the steppe territory of 

the Crimean Peninsula, with a temporal resolution of 3 hours), numerous studies have been performed to 

assess the accuracy of satellite-derived precipitation data (Chokngamwong, Chiu 2008; Scheel et al. 2011; 

Chen et al. 2020). A particularly important area of research is the application of satellite data to solve hy-

drological tasks (i.e., river water resource management) using the basin approach (Kidd et al. 2009; Liu et 

al. 2015). 

The scientific and technological developments of the TRMM mission were subsequently employed during 

the preparation of the new Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) mission (Hou et al. 2014), which be-

gan in 2014. The satellites and data integration methods used in this mission increased the spatial and tem-

poral accuracy of the data, with corresponding resolutions of 0.1º and 30 min, respectively (Wang et al. 

2018). This spatial resolution (grid area 85.8 km2) is comparable to the average area of a rural settlement in 

the steppe Crimea (95 km2) and exceeds the average area per stationary weather station in the Crimea (i.e., on 

an area of approx. 1,700 km2). This allows for (considering data availability), more than 20 additional geo-

referenced precipitation estimations averaged for the area of each grid across the central Crimea district. 

Primary raster precipitation data decomposition using data from satellite imagery was developed within 

the Famine Early Warning System Network (FEWS NET) project and can represent fields of estimated 

precipitation distributions with a raster size of 0.05º (Funk et al. 2014). This spatial resolution surpasses 

that of the GPM mission (GPM IMERG dataset). The technology has been developed since 1999 by sci-

entists from the University of California in collaboration with the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) in order 

to produce precipitation geo-referenced grids, which are particularly important in sparse data regions. The 

current version of the methodological approach includes data from weather stations and precipitation 

gauge posts, spatial variation modelling of precipitation interrelated with the terrain, and data from the 

satellite monitoring of precipitation. This methodology is primarily focused on the monitoring and fore-

casting periods of severe drought or floods in order to develop measures to mitigate their impact. Its ap-

plication range is wide and the supported geospatial database of numerous meteorological parameters, 

including precipitation, continues to be verified in various regions across the world (Funk et al. 2015; 

Paredes-Trejo et al. 2017; Dinku et al. 2018; Saeidizand et al. 2018). 

Multiple approaches are used to test the Integrated Multi-satellitE Retrievals for GPM (IMERG) and 

FEWS – the Climate Hazards Group InfraRed Precipitation with Station (CHIRPS), including direct 

comparisons with ground-based data on measured precipitation (Ning et al. 2016; Nashwan et al. 2019; 



Satgé et al. 2019); cross-comparisons with other products and ground-based data (Wang et al. 2018; Beck 

et al. 2019; Xiao et al. 2020); and indirect estimations obtained by assessing the accuracy of runoff models 

(Pang et al. 2020). The generalized analysis of these publications demonstrates that in most cases, several 

factors (topographic features, wet or arid regions, winter or summer periods, frequency of extreme precip-

itation events, etc.) prevent the selection of the optimal database or methodology (Tang et al. 2020; Xiao 

et al. 2020). 

The technologies for remote precipitation measurements are constantly improving, with sampling times of 

30 min (and more) and high spatial resolutions of 0.05-0.1º, allowing their application in seasonal planning 

and regional analysis tasks, as well as their integration with additional ground-based observations for tech-

nological decisions at the field level. The necessity of such information is primarily caused by the low 

number of stationary and automated weather stations in some regions, as well as the practical impossibility 

of obtaining regular spatial data of measured precipitation from “field” precipitation gauges (particularly in 

winter with snowfall). 

The aim of this study is to compare the accuracy of spatial field precipitation estimations obtained via the 

GPM IMERG and FEWS CHIRPS products, with gauge-based precipitation data employed for spatial 

agro-technological monitoring and planning. We hypothesize the potential difference in the relationship 

between the precipitation data of the RS products and the ground observations of the weather stations, 

which have different levels of data accessibility for end users (free open access or limited by price, conti-

nuity, etc.). 

The level of applicability of the products for agricultural areas within the steppe region of the Crimean 

Peninsula is demonstrated by comparing the usage of gauge precipitation data from weather stations, 

GPM mission data (GPM IMERG v06 products – GPM_3IMERGM, final run and GPM_3IMERGDL 

late run datasets) and the early warning system of extreme situations FEWS NET (CHIRPS 2.0 product). 

2. The study area 

The Crimean Peninsula is located between 44º38' and 46º15' latitude, 32º48' and 36º65' longitude and is 

surrounded by the Black and Azov seas almost from all sides. According to the integrated indicators of 

agro-climatic resources, the territory of the peninsula is divided into 4 zones: steppe; foothills; mountain; 

and southern coast. The Crimean steppe region occupies almost 75% of the peninsula territory and is 

characterized as semiarid prairie land. This zone is located between temperate (the northern and central 

part of the Crimea) and subtropical (the southern part of the peninsula, which is protected from a colder 

climate by the Crimean mountains) climate belts. The climate of the steppe plains is continental and mod-

erately warm. The average annual air temperature is 11.0°C, ranging from 10.3 to 11.8°C, while the aver-

age annual precipitation in the central zone of the steppe is approximately 450 mm (Klepynine weather 

station, no. 6 in Fig. 1). The amount of precipitation throughout the steppe varies (spatially) from 366 to 

484 mm on average per year, and from 200 to 773 mm over the years for the weather stations of the 

steppe zone. 



 

Fig. 1. Location of the weather stations used for analysis in the territory of the Crimean Peninsula. 

A total of 8 weather stations were selected to carry out a comparative analysis of the RS-estimated precipi-

tation with ground-based observations. Their zone of representativeness covers almost the entire territory 

of the Crimean steppe zone (Fig. 1). Data from 3 weather stations are available (free open access to long-

term continual daily data) from the databases associated with the World Meteorological Organization 

(WMO). Table 1 reports the details of the weather stations used in the analysis.  

Table 1. Weather stations characteristics. 

No Station ID* Name Elevation [m] Data availability status 

1 339240 Chornomorske 7 

Free open access through the WMO network 2 339830 Kerch 45 

3 339460 Simferopol 177 

4 339340 Dzhankoy 9 

Partially available as free open access data 
through weather informer 

5 339290 Yevpatoriya 5 

6 339390 Klepynine 36 

7 339620 Nyzhniohirsk 20 

8 339220 Razdolnoe 17 

* National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) weather station number. 

The weather stations listed in Table 1 are grouped as “WMO” and “regional’ stations. Note that “region-

al” stations also have ID station numbers and use the same equipment for precipitation measurements as 

the “WMO” stations.  

3. Materials and methods  

GPM datasets on the spatial distribution of monthly precipitation totals for Crimea territory collected be-

tween January 2017 and July 2020 were downloaded using the Giovanni service1, according to the FEWS 

 
1 https://giovanni.gsfc.nasa.gov/ GPM_3IMERGM v06 merged satellite-gauge precipitation monthly dataset, the final run; and 
the late run for last 3 months of the analyzed period used daily accumulated precipitation estimations – GPM_3IMERDL v06, 
spatial resolution 0.1º. 

https://giovanni.gsfc.nasa.gov/


Network2, ground data of daily precipitation totals are taken from the data of the open archive of the Rp5 

weather informer3 and WMO related the National Climatic Data Center database4. 

Raster images of precipitation distribution fields for the Crimean Peninsula derived from GPM IMERG 

and CHIRPS were read in GeoTIFF format. The numerical values of precipitation were read from the 

grids corresponding to the weather stations locations and written to the vector weather station layer (using 

the QGIS 3.10 point sampling plugin).  

In order to analyze the convergence between the weather station data and the estimated values of the 

GPM_3IMERG and CHIRPS products, we employed the following statistics for monthly precipitation 

totals across January 2017 – July 2020: the bias, which represents the overestimation (>1) or underestima-

tion of the measured parameter (<1); the mean error (ME) or difference, where positive/negative values 

indicate the average overestimation/underestimation per month compared to the basic parameter (mm); 

the root mean square error (RMSE) or standard deviation shows the level of precipitation variation in 

physical units (mm) over the months; the Pearson correlation coefficient (r) and coefficient of determina-

tion (r2) characterize the strength of relation or dependence between compared parameters (commonly 

used qualitative characteristics for different r levels are 0.40-0.59 “moderate”, 0.60-0.79 “strong”, 0.80 and 

higher “very strong”, or “functional” if r = 1.0); the Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency coefficient (NSe) is used for 

the accuracy estimation of the RS products compared to the ground based observations, where the closer 

the value is to one the higher the association between the measured precipitation and satellite estimations, 

and a zero value indicates that the predictive properties of the satellite estimations are equal to the forecast 

(Dembélé, Zwart 2016). 

The average (AVG) and maximum and minimum (MAX and MIN) values of the measured and estimated 

monthly precipitation totals were also employed to analyze the differences in their absolute values during 

the analyzed period. The aforementioned statistics were calculated as follows:  
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2 https://earlywarning.usgs.gov/fews/ The Climate Hazards Group InfraRed Precipitation with Station, CHIRPS, algorithm and 
dataset CHIRPS 2.0, gridded with 0.05º resolution. 
3 https://rp5.ru/  
4 ftp://ftp.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/gsod  
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where Pi and Pav are the sum precipitation per month i and the aver-

aged value of monthly precipitation totals, respectively [mm]; PM and PRS are the monthly precipitation 

totals, measured and estimated by RS, respectively [mm]; PMav and PRSav are the averaged value of the 

monthly precipitation totals measured and estimated by RS, respectively [mm]; and n is the total number 

of months. 

The determination coefficient (r2) was determined as the square of the correlation coefficient. The least-

squares method was applied for the calculation of the linear regression coefficients.  

4. Results 

We compared the monthly precipitation total for the period of January 2017 – July 2020 in order to assess 

the strength of the association between the precipitation data derived from the RS methods (GPM 

IMERG and CHIRPS) and the ground-based observation data from the weather station network. Figure 2 

presents the relationship between the measured and estimated values of monthly precipitation totals. The 

blue and green weather stations denote those with freely available data through the WMO network and 

several other regional weather stations of the steppe region in the Crimea, respectively. The y-axis pro-

vides information on the RS monthly precipitation totals while the x-axis presents the equivalent data 

from the weather stations. 

Both RS products exhibit a significantly higher correlation with the WMO network weather station data 

(average determination coefficients are 0.65 and 0.62) than with other regional stations, with average r2 

values of 0.51 and 0.49 for the GPM IMERG and CHIRPS products, respectively. 

The GPM IMERG product exhibits the highest correlation with the ground-based data, with r2 values of 

0.67 and 0.71 (“very strong”) for the Kerch and Simferopol stations, respectively. The lowest correlations 

were determined between CHIRPS and the Dzhankoy station (r2 = 0.29, “moderate” level). The remaining 

stations exhibited a “strong” correlation, with coefficients of determination ranging from 0.41 to 0.63. 

A direct comparison between the ground data (measured at the individual points of the rain gauge loca-

tion) with model estimations of the precipitation values averaged over the pixel area (0.1º or approx. 85.8 

km2, and 0.05º or 21.4 km2 for GPM IMERG and CHIRPS, respectively) is not entirely correct. However, 

taking into account that the same approach is used to compare the correlation between both products, this 

disadvantage in the methodological approach can be neglected. Table 2 reports the resulting statistical in-

dicators of the analysis.  

  

https://www.google.com/search?q=Nash%E2%80%93Sutcliffe+Efficiency+coefficient+formula&tbm=isch&source=iu&ictx=1&fir=w8jWgTDzbY1JNM%252Ck7WOKe_Mw40w3M%252C_&vet=1&usg=AI4_-kSqpQkMezXjzUJjLLXw_yBa8yPH1Q&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjvnZvHjYLtAhXIFXcKHZfXBF4Q9QF6BAgIEAM#imgrc=w8jWgTDzbY1JNM
https://www.google.com/search?q=Nash%E2%80%93Sutcliffe+Efficiency+coefficient+formula&tbm=isch&source=iu&ictx=1&fir=w8jWgTDzbY1JNM%252Ck7WOKe_Mw40w3M%252C_&vet=1&usg=AI4_-kSqpQkMezXjzUJjLLXw_yBa8yPH1Q&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjvnZvHjYLtAhXIFXcKHZfXBF4Q9QF6BAgIEAM#imgrc=w8jWgTDzbY1JNM


 
Fig. 2. Relationship between weather station precipitation data and equivalent RS estimations (GPM MERG, 

final run and CHIRPS). Blue – WMO network; green – regional stations. 

The average amounts of the monthly precipitation for the entire study period across weather stations de-

termined by the stations, GPM IMERG and CHIRPS were 30.4 mm, 52.0 mm and 37.2 mm, respectively, 

while the latter two overestimated the ground-based measurements by 21.6 and 6.8 mm (ME) per month. 

The absolute deviations of the minimum RS monthly precipitation estimations from the equivalent weath-

er station values (MIN) are low, ranging from 0.4 to 8.3 mm and 4.0 to 9.7 mm for GPM IMERG and 

CHIRPS, respectively. Moreover, the minimum values determined from CHIRPS exceed those of the 

ground-based and GPM values for all weather stations.  



The absolute deviations of the maximum RS monthly precipitation estimations from those measured at 

weather stations (MAX) are significant for both products, varying within 25.0–91.5 mm and 15.4–45.1 

mm for GPM IMERG and CHIRPS, respectively. The CHIRPS product exhibits both positive and nega-

tive deviations, while the GPM IMERG product presents consistent excess values. This can be observed 

in Figure 3, which depicts the variations in the measured and estimated monthly precipitation totals.  

Table 2. Comparison of satellite and ground-based precipitation estimations between January 2017 and July 

2020. 

Station 
no. 

Data 
source 

Precipitation statistics [mm] 
r Bias NSe 

AVG MAX MIN RSME ME 

 
1 

Station 33.2 103.0 0.0 22.2 - - - - 

GPM 55.5 132.3 1.0 30.6 22.4 0.76 1.68 –0.85 

CHIRPS 32.6 84.5 6.5 16.5 –0.6 0.79 0.98 0.63 

 
2 

Station 27.9 70.7 0.5 18.0 - - - - 

GPM 55.0 151.1 8.8 33.9 27.1 0.82 1.97 –2.75 

CHIRPS 33.5 86.1 10.1 16.2 5.6 0.75 1.20 0.45 

 
3 

Station 38.5 103.5 0.0 23.7 - - - - 

GPM 51.0 131.2 1.5 30,4 12.5 0.84 1.32 0.23 

CHIRPS 44.2 122.7 9.7 22.8 5.7 0.81 1.15 0.57 

 
4 

Station 28.6 86.4 1.6 19.0 - - - - 

GPM 50.2 177.9 0.3 33.5 21.6 0.80 1.76 –1.62 

CHIRPS 33.4 70.8 5.6 17.6 4.9 0.53 1.17 0.07 

 
5 

Station 30.3 114.6 0.0 23.0 - - - - 

GPM 51.0 139.6 0.4 30.0 20.6 0.68 1.68 –0.75 

CHIRPS 33.3 78.8 5.6 16.7 3.0 0.73 1.10 0.52 

 
6 

Station 34.8 136.3 0.1 30.0 - - - - 

GPM 49.4 167.9 1.1 33.1 14.6 0.64 1.42 –0.05 

CHIRPS 41.3 90.9 7.5 21.0 6.5 0.78 1.19 0.55 

 
7 

Station 24.3 106.9 0.9 20.9 - - - - 

GPM 51.7 173.9 2.8 33.6 27.3 0.68 2.12 –2.14 

CHIRPS 38.4 85.1 8.7 18.6 14.1 0.77 1.58 0.12 

 
8 

Station 26.0 76.8 0.4 18.5 - - - - 

GPM 52.4 129.6 2.2 30.7 26.4 0.77 2.01 –2.28 

CHIRPS 40.9 94.8 7.3 19.9 14.9 0.64 1.57 –0.45 

 
Average 

Station 30.4 99.9 0.8 21.9 - - - - 

GPM 52.0 150 2.3 32.0 21.6 0.75 1.75 –1.28 

CHIRPS 37.2 89.3 7.6 18.7 6.8 0.73 1.24 0.31 

The magnitude of the precipitation variations per month, characterized by the RSME value, is equal to 

21.9 mm for meteorological stations on average and variations ranging between 18.0 and 30.0 mm across 

the study period. The CHIRPS estimations exhibit slightly lower values for 7 out of 8 stations, with an 

average RSME of 18.7 mm and variations within 16.2-22.8 mm. An average value of RMSE, according to 

the data of the GPM IMERG product, is equal to 32.0 mm (range of 30.0-33.9 mm), and exceeds the val-

ue of this parameter, calculated on the base of the gauge data, for each of all weather stations.. 

The average values of the correlation coefficients between the measured and estimated monthly precipita-

tion totals are 0.75 and 0.73, with ranges of 0.64-0.84 and 0.53-0.81 for GPM IMERG and CHIRPS, re-

spectively.  



The bias parameter values confirm the overestimation of the ground-based monthly precipitation totals by 

the equivalent RS estimations (with the exception of the CHIRPS estimations at the Chornomorske sta-

tion). The average bias values are determined as 1.75 and 1.24, with deviations 1.32–2.12, and 0.98–1.58 

for GPM IMERG and CHIRPS, respectively. 

The ability of the time series RS-estimations to predict the ground-based monthly precipitation totals vary 

across the RS products, with average efficiency coefficient NSe values of 1.28 and 0.31 and ranges of –

2.75 to –0.23 and –0.45 to –0.63 for GPM IMERG and CHIRPS, respectively. The Nash–Scutliff effi-

ciency coefficient values indicate the CHIRPS product as a more effective predictor of the ground-based 

observed monthly precipitation time series compared to GPM IMERG for all stations (with the exception 

of the Razdolnoe station, with a negative CHIRPS NSe value).  

 

Fig. 3. Monthly variations of ground-based and RS-estimated precipitation. RS products are CHIRPS 2.0 and 

GPM IMERGM v06 final run across the entire study period and GPM IMERGDL v06 late run for the last 

three months. 



The level of variation in the precipitation estimated by the CHIRPS and GPM IMERGM final run prod-

ucts compared to the gauge data confirms the statistical analysis presented in Table 2. However, the max-

imum monthly total precipitation determined by the GPM final run product (corresponding to December 

2018 for 6 stations) demonstrates the requirement for additional calibration with the refinement of the 

resulting estimations for the region. 

Considering that the final precipitation estimations determined via the GPM IMERG product have a 3 

month delay in availability, the dashed line in Figure 3 allows us to estimate the magnitude of the discrep-

ancy in monthly precipitation totals for the end of the period. The average late run overestimation com-

pared to the final run is determined as 59.2 mm per month and 88.7 mm for the entire study period. Fur-

thermore, the maximum deviation of 263.7 mm per month is observed for the Razdolnoe weather station 

in June 2020. 

5. Discussion 

The main advantage of precipitation data derived from the satellite measurements in agricultural monitor-

ing tasks is their availability (free open access), high temporal resolution (1-5 days or higher) and improved 

spatial resolution (0.05 and 0.1º for CHIRPS and GPM IMERG, respectively). The weather station net-

work available in the steppe region of the Crimea does not permit the evaluation of precipitation varia-

tions within the districts as there is approximately one station per district. The application of the RS-

derived precipitation estimations as raster values allow for (taking into account the level of representative-

ness) an additional 25-30 raster precipitation values for the territory.  

Analysis of the relationship between monthly precipitation totals determined via the weather stations and 

RS products reveal lower values of the determination coefficient (average of 0.52 and 0.56 for CHIRPS 

and GPM IMERG, respectively) than, for example, for the territory of the Cyprus (Retalis et al. 2018), 

where the corresponding GPM IMERG determination coefficient exceeds 0.9. A greater correlation can 

be induced by improving the information availability of precipitation gauge data, where the 3 Crimean 

WMO weather stations with free open access to data exhibited an almost 20% higher correlation than 

other regional stations. 

Field rain gauges can aid in evaluating the accuracy of the estimated precipitation spatial distributions de-

termined via the satellite data. However, the level of systematic error for these types of devices can reach 

20-30% (WMO 2008; Villarini et al. 2008), due to the lack of metrological requirements. Moreover, in 

winter such simplified field rain gauges are removed from the fields. Small and automated weather stations 

(which often have a solar panel and batteries) have similar drawbacks. Precipitation data collected from 

such devices may be unavailable and have even higher errors than indicated earlier (WMO 2008) or exten-

sive temporal shifts (via periods of negative temperatures, as well as ice/snow melting times). 

The principle disadvantage of the satellite products considered in this work is the 1-1.5 months data lag on 

the CHIRPS monthly and 5-day precipitation totals and the 3-3.5 month lag on the GPM IMERG final 

calibrated data (final run). Although the GPM IMERG operational level of the precipitation estimations 



(early run) and intermediate data (late run) are available, the accuracy of these datasets (Fig. 3) does not 

allow for their direct application in monitoring tasks or for operational and technological decision making. 

6. Conclusions 

We compared the monthly precipitation totals obtained from the GPM_3IMERGM v06 and CHIRPS 2.0 

products across period January 2017 – July 2020 with ground-based observations from weather stations 

located in the steppe region of Crimea. The following key conclusions were made.  

The CHIRPS and GPM IMERG products demonstrated, on average, an overestimation of gauged month-

ly precipitation totals by 6.8 mm and 21.6 mm∙month-1 (22% and 71%). Furthermore, the average devia-

tion of the precipitation determined from the WMO weather stations were 11% and 62%, with 30% and 

77% for other regional weather stations, respectively.  

The correlation coefficients between the measured monthly precipitation totals and estimations were de-

termined as 0.75 and 0.73, for GPM IMERG (final run) and CHIRPS, respectively. 

The average absolute deviations of the minimum RS estimated monthly precipitation totals from the 

ground-based observations were 2.3 and 7.6 mm for GPM IMERG and CHIRPS, respectively. This is 

comparable with the accuracy of the soil moisture content measured in the field under common practice 

in the Crimea that enables to neglect them in agrohydrological calculations. 

The two products considered in this paper have distinct advantages and disadvantages based on their spa-

tial and temporal resolution. Synthesizing the favorable features of each products can improve their quali-

ty indicators. For example, during a 3-month absence of the GPM IMERG final run data, the CHIRPS 

data can be employed for 2 months. However, for the last month, further verification and calibration of 

the daily GPM IMERG data is required for its subsequent application in operational agro-technological 

decisions. 
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Abstract 

This study provides an assessment of the current and future changes (in terms of both direction and value) in air 

temperature, precipitation, snow, wind and their extremes over the territory of Belarus using information from 42 

meteorological stations and 92 regional circulation model (RCM) simulations with the highest available horizontal 

resolution (EUR-11). Three representative concentration pathway scenarios, namely, RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, 

are considered. 

Results demonstrate that in recent decades, temperature has increased over the territory of Belarus by 1.3°C, with the 

largest increase occurring during the cold season (2.1-2.3°C). Ensemble scenarios project further increases in air 

temperature in the current century by +0.5-1.5°C, +2.8°C, and +5.2°C under the RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 sce-

narios, with the largest increase during the cold season under the RCP8.5 scenario. The annual means were observed 

to increase (insignificantly) by 5-7% and the summer precipitation extremes exhibited a 20-25% growth in recent 

decades. Moreover, dry conditions have intensified in Belarus, particularly during the growing season. Further in-

creases in precipitation of 10-15% across Belarus are projected to occur in all seasons under the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 

scenarios. Simulation models predict greater increases in single day rainfall events compared to their multiday precip-

itation counterparts. The greatest increases in maximal dry period length (by 1-2) are expected to occur in summer 

and autumn. The models project the general decrease in snowfall across Belarus to continue into the current century, 

with a reduction in snow precipitation days of 10-30 days. Despite the reduced wind strength (by 0.9-1.0 m·s-1) since 

the 1970s over the territory of Belarus, the ensemble model reveals slight nonsignificant changes in seasonal and 

annual wind strengths until the end of the century. Significant changes of 1-3 days under varying directions of the 

wind regime were observed for days with a strong breeze and storms. 
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1. Introduction 

Climate change influences almost all components of the environment and human activity at the global 

scale. In particular, the hydrological cycle, agriculture, culture, human health and activity, and human-made 

infrastructure are sensitive to climate change, specifically to changes in the spatial and temporal distribu-

tions of temperature, total precipitation (rain and snow) and near-surface wind. Furthermore, contempo-

rary climate change is characterized by the intensification of various extreme phenomena at the regional 

scale (Siegmund et al. 2019). Belarusian territory is highly impacted by ongoing and projected changes, and 



the collaboration of geoscientists from this part of Europe is required in order to mitigate climate change 

in a coherent manner. 

Numerous recent climate studies have assessed possible future climate changes based on numerical simu-

lations. The model results are typically presented as deviations of different variables from historical cli-

mate conditions within the target regions. This method takes into account the bias between climate simu-

lations and data from meteorological stations. Climate models are corrected based on in situ observations. 

However, in order to understand the variability of the projected climatic characteristics, the current cli-

mate changes must be assessed. 

The Belarusian hydro-meteorological service collects long-term time series of observed climatic character-

istics, permitting estimations of ongoing changes in climate that can subsequently be employed to under-

stand potential future climate change trends. Podgornaya et al. (2015) established fluctuations in annual 

temperature within 1900-2014 to vary close to the temperature climatological norm (1881-1990). Signifi-

cant variations in the Belarusian temperature regime have been observed since 1989. In particular, the 

current warming is unprecedented in its duration, and the higher temperatures occurring during the past 

30 years (1989-2018) have exceeded the average climatic norm (1961-1990) by 1.3°C. In addition, the 

three warmest years in Belarus (1989, 2008 and 2015) since 1880 occurred from 1989-2015 (Melnik et al. 

2018). 

No significant changes have been observed in the mean annual precipitation at the end of the 20th century 

in Belarus, while the increased irregularity of precipitation and rise in air temperature caused twice as 

many periods of drought as before (climate warming period of 1989-2018). Moreover, the wind speed in 

Belarus has declined since the 1970s (Loginov 2008). During this period (1989-2018), extreme weather 

phenomena were observed more frequently in Belarus, and the World Meteorological Organization warns 

that climate extremities will increase in the future (Siegmund et al. 2019). 

Several studies have investigated future climate change in Belarus based on climate model outputs. Due to 

the small size, compact configuration and location between Europe and the Russian Federation, Belarus 

has often been part of climatic assessments in large multi-country projects such as CMIP3, CMIP5, PRU-

DENCE and ENSEMBLE (Frich et al. 2002; Metzger et al. 2005; van der Linden, Mitchell 2009; Taylor 

et al. 2011). 

Current model data with high temporal and spatial resolution are represented by the consortium EURO-

CORDEX. Jacob et al. (2014) employed this data to conduct a detailed analysis of future climate changes 

revealing increases in air temperature of 2.0-4.2 and 4.1-6.2°C (depending on the scenario) by the end of 

the current century over the central European territory, including Belarus. More specifically, the rise in 

precipitation amount was determined as 7-18% and 19-32% under the RCP2.6 and RCP8.5 scenarios. 

Research on climate change in Russia (Shkolnik et al. 2006; Govorkova et al. 2008; Meleshko et al. 2008; 

Mokhov, Eliseev 2012; Kokorev, Anisimov 2013) often include the territory of Belarus. The regional 

model outputs of the Institute of Physics of the Russian Academy of Sciences (Mokhov, Eliseev 2012) 



suggest that air temperature will rise in the European part of Russia and Belarussian territory and, depend-

ing on the scenario, may increase through the end of the 21st century from 3.0-3.5°C to 4.0-4.5°C under 

the RCP2.6 scenario and to 4.0-8.0°C under the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios. 

Analysis of climate projections based on the 31 CMIP5 climate models under the RCP4.5 scenario re-

vealed a significant change in key climatic characteristics through the middle of the current century within 

the territory of Belarus (Pavlova 2013; Snezhko et al. 2017).  

Loginov et al. (2000) investigated future climate changes specifically for the territory of Belarus in the early 

years of the 21st century. Results confirmed the probable rises in key meteorological parameters by the end 

of 2100. For example, the mean, maximum and minimum air temperatures are expected to increase by up 

to 3.0°C, 2.7-2.9°C, and 3.2-3.3°C, respectively, depending on the concentration of greenhouse gases and 

the presence of sulphate substances in the air. The rise in the amount of precipitation is calculated a  0.12-

0.20 kgm-2·day-1 (10% every year), the increase in partial pressure of water vapour is given as 1.7-1.9 hPa, 

and the wind speed rise is 0.07-0.17 m·s-1. The greatest changes in the meteorological parameters coincide 

with a rise in greenhouse gas concentrations, while in the presence of sulphate substances, the variations 

are lower. 

Further research on climate change in Belarus based on CMIP5 climate projections demonstrates an in-

crease in the warm period duration (Tday ≥ 0°С) of up to 35 days from 2041-2060 and projects that the 

warm period will vary from 280 to 310 days. The agricultural zoning of the territory of Belarus was updat-

ed according to the projected temperature (Melnik et al. 2017). 

A detailed assessment of future climatic changes in Belarus using model simulations by the EURO-

CORDEX (EUR-44) consortium reveals significant changes in air temperature and precipitation by the 

end of the current century. The mean air temperature and precipitation are expected to rise by up to 2.4-

4.7°C and 15-30 kg·m-2 per year, respectively, through the end of the current century. The seasonal and 

annual values of temperature and precipitation vary depending on the chosen combination of global and 

regional models. The smallest changes were noted for the RCP2.6 scenario, while the most significant 

variations were observed for RCP8.5. The greatest changes within each scenario occurred during winter 

and spring (colder times of the year) (Partasenok et al. 2015; Danilovich, Geyer 2018). 

Danilovich et al. (2020) analyzed the observed and projected climate changes in the Polesje region 

(southern area of Belarus), concluding that current climate change trends will be maintained in the 

near future. In particular, the air temperature will continue to rise and the variation in the minimal 

temperature will exceed that of the maximal and mean temperatures. A rise in precipitation events of 

moderate intensity will increase the precipitation amount, while the duration of the drought periods 

will enhanced in the summer. 

In the present study, we aim to estimate the current and future changes (both the direction and value) in 

air temperature, precipitation (rain and snow), wind and their extremes over the territory of Belarus using 



information from meteorological stations and 92 regional climate model (RCM) simulations with the high-

est available horizontal resolution (EURO-CORDEX, 0.11°). 

The rest of the manuscript is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a description of the data and meth-

ods employed for the analysis. Section 3 details the study area, while Section 4 presents the observational 

data. Section 5 describes the projections of air temperature, precipitation, snow and wind, including cur-

rent climate changes in Belarus, the assessment of multimodel median climate change signals under differ-

ent emission scenarios, and estimates of the projected extremes. The results are discussed in Section 6 and 

Section 7 concludes the study.  

2. Data and methods 

A set of 92 RCM simulations from the EURO-CORDEX initiative (Jacob et al. 2014; Kotlarski et al. 

2014) are analyzed. A horizontal resolution of 0.11° (~12 km, EUR-11) is used and three representative 

concentration pathways (i.e., aerosol and greenhouse gas emissions) (Moss et al. 2010) scenarios, namely, 

RCP2.6 (10 simulations), RCP4.5 (43 simulations), and RCP8.5 (39 simulations), are considered. The da-

taset is derived from 5 RCMs and 7 CMIP5 general circulation models (GCMs) (Taylor et al. 2011) that 

provide boundary and initial conditions. Table 1 provides an overview of the models. We selected all 

models that were publicly available via the Earth System Grid Federation archive in January 2017 and 

provided at least one scenario, a historical simulation, and an evaluation simulation. 

Figure 1 illustrates the model orography of Belarus for the 0.11°-resolution grid used for the simulations 

contributed by the CLM community (~12 km, EUR-11) as an example. 

 
Fig. 1. Orography and grid structure of the regional model used by the CLM community in EURO-CORDEX with a 

0.11°-resolution and locations of the observational meteorological stations for Belarus. 



Table 1. Dataset of the EURO-CORDEX climate models used in the study. 
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3. Meteorological variables 

We employed the simulated daily mean datasets of temperature, total precipitation, snow and wind speed.  

Temperature is evaluated using the following variables: the mean, maximal and minimal temperatures; the 

number of hot (daily maximum temperature >30°C), summer (daily maximum temperature of day 

>25°C), frost (daily minimum temperature <0°C) and ice (daily maximum temperature <0°C) days; the 

number of tropical nights (daily minimum temperature >20°C); and the frost and hot period lengths. 

Precipitation and snow are described by the mean precipitation; the frequencies of precipitation days (daily 

precipitation amount >0.1 kg·m-2), wet days (daily precipitation amount >1.0 kg·m-2), intense precipitation 

days (daily precipitation amount >10 kg·m-2), and heavy precipitation days (daily precipitation amount 

>20 kg·m-2); maximum dry and hot period lengths; the highest precipitation amount in a 5-day precipita-

tion period; and the 95th percentile of all of the precipitation days. 

 
1 for rN, N is the number of the ensemble member; for iN, N is the number of the used initialization state; for pN, N is the 
number of the used physical parameterization. 



The wind speed characteristics are the mean and maximal wind speeds and the numbers of light-breeze 

days (daily averaged wind strength ≤2 m·s-1), strong-breeze days (daily averaged wind strength ≥11 m·s-1), 

and storm days (daily averaged wind strength ≥18 m·s-1). 

4. Observational data and reference period 

The station meteorological dataset is based on daily observations from a set of 42 stations covering the 

territory of Belarus. The dataset is stored at the State Climate Cadastre of the Republic of Belarus (Belhy-

dromet 2019). Figure 1 presents the meteorological station locations.  

In order to validate the simulations, seasonal and mean values of air temperature and precipitation are 

calculated for every station from the meteorological observation dataset during 1971-2000. 

The spatial pattern of climate change over the study area is described by a gridded meteorological dataset. 

The meteorological network dataset is interpolated via the kriging method (Gaussian process regression) 

(Lysenko et al. 2019). The spatial distribution of the gridded dataset is 0.05° (5.5 km × 3.5 km). 

We compute the statistics of the meteorological variables under the following periods: (1) 1971-2000, the 

historical period used in the EURO-CORDEX calculations (Jacob et al. 2014); (2) 1981-2010, the period 

suggested by the WMO Guidelines for the calculation of climate normals (WMO 2017); and (3) 1989-

2018, the period of climate change in Belarus (Loginov 2008). 

The differences in the means for the aforementioned periods are as follows: 0.9°C for the mean annual 

temperature; 0.7-1.0°C for the mean seasonal temperature (Fig. 2, Tab. 2); and 25 kg·m-2 or 4% for annual 

precipitation for 1971-2018 (Fig. 3) or 1-11 kg·m-2 for seasons with the largest differences in winter and 

spring and without significant changes in summer and autumn (Tab. 3). The standard deviations of 

monthly mean temperature has decreased in recent decades (Tab. 2), while the standard deviations of 

precipitation generally has increased (Tab. 3). 

The analyses of the daily data are performed for the four meteorological seasons of winter (DJF: Decem-

ber-February), spring (March-May), summer (JJA: June-August), and autumn (September-November). 

Parts of this manuscript are divided by cold (November-March) and warm (April-October) periods. 

The observational data are used to analyze the current climate change trends in Belarus. Future changes in 

air temperature, precipitation and wind are calculated as the difference between the modelled historical 

data and projected data. The bias introduced by the coarse resolution of the GCMs is corrected by the 

application of the RCMs. We apply the common assumption that systematic model errors are equal for 

historical and future conditions. Thus, by analyzing the differences, the systematic errors of the models are 

excluded from consideration. 

Present-day and future conditions are defined as those during 1971-2000 and 2021-2099, respectively. The 

results are determined as seasonal, annual 20-year smoothed means for the air temperature, precipitation, 

wind and climatological indices during the periods 2021-2040, 2041-2060, 2061-2080, and 2081-2099. 



 

Fig. 2. Climatological means of air temperature in Belarus for different periods (°C). 

 

Fig. 3. Mean annual precipitation in Belarus for different periods (kg·m-2). 

5. Location and climatology of the study area 

Belarus is located in Eastern Europe or in the southwest of the East European Plain. Poland borders Bel-

arus to the west, with Lithuania to the northwest, Latvia to the north, Russia to the northeast and the east, 

and Ukraine to the south (Fig. 1). The national borders occur across flat terrain, as Belarus has no signifi-

cant natural boundaries. 

The general landscape of Belarus is a plain dotted with hills to the north and west (Fig. 1). Only one-fifth 

of the country exceeds an elevation of 200 m. Central Belarus, known as the Belarusian ridge, divides the 

Baltic Sea (47%) and Black Sea (53%) catchment areas. The highest point is the Dzerzhinskaya mountain, 

reaching an elevation of 345 m. The lowest point in the territory of Belarus is located in the valley of Ne-

man, close to the Lithuanian border, with an elevation of approximately 80-85 m. 

The climate of Belarus is influenced by its midlatitude location, flat relief and relative proximity to the 

Atlantic Ocean. It is classified as moderately continental according to Alisov’s classification system (Alisov 

1936) and warm-summer humid continental climate (Dfb) according to the Köppen-Geiger classification 

(Beck 2018). The mean temperature (1971-2000/1989-2018) fluctuates from 5.3/6.4°C in the northeast to 

6.7/7.7°C in the southwest; the mean January temperature varies from –7.1/–4°C in the northeast to  

–5.6/–3.6°C in the southwest, while the mean July temperature varies from 17.4/18.5°C in the northwest 

to 18.2/19.5°C in the southeast (Fig. 2). Table 2 reports the seasonal temperature means. 

The mean annual precipitation ranges within 600-650 kg·m-2 in the lowland plains to 700-750 kg·m-2, and 

increases with elevations. Approximately 70% of the precipitation falls as rain during the warm part of the 

year. The mean precipitation (1971-2000/1989-2018) during the winter is recorded to be within 114/124 

kg·m-2 per season, with the mean January precipitation varying from 38/45 kg·m-2 in the northeast to 



35/37 kg·m-2 in the southwest, and that in July averaging 87/85 kg·m-2 per month in the northwest to 

83/94 kg·m-2 per month in the southeast (Fig. 3). Table 3 presents the mean seasonal precipitation totals.  

Table 2. Air temperature climatological means (°C, numerator) and their standard deviations based on daily observa-

tions (°C, denominator) for Belarus.  

Period Winter Spring Summer Autumn Year 

1971-2000 
–4.3 
2.5 

6.6 
1.3 

16.9 
1.1 

6.1 
1.1 

6.3 
1.0 

1981-2010 
–4.0 
2.5 

7.0 
1.2 

17.4 
1.2 

6.5 
1.2 

6.7 
0.9 

1989-2018 
–3.4 
2.0 

7.4 
1.0 

17.9 
1.1 

6.8 
1.2 

7.2 
0.7 

Table 3. Precipitation climatological means (kg·m-2, numerator) and their standard deviations based on daily observa-

tions (kg·m-2, denominator) for Belarus.  

Period Winter Spring Summer Autumn Year 

1971-2000 
114 
19.2 

129 
27.5 

231 
56.5 

156 
41.6 

630 
64.8 

1981-2010 
120 
22.5 

136 
31.3 

234 
53.6 

157 
38.9 

647 
66.0 

1989-2018 
124 
22.9 

140 
28.9 

234 
56.7 

158 
44.2 

655 
76.3 

6. Evaluation of simulation data 

The evaluation of the EURO-CORDEX RCM ensemble (Kotlarski et al. 2014) confirms the ability of the 

models to capture the basic features of the European climate, including their variability in space and time. 

Moreover, no negligible deficiencies are identified for the simulations in terms of selected metrics, regions, 

and seasons.  

The ability of the EURO-CORDEX simulations to represent air temperature, precipitation and wind for 

the Belarus territory is investigated relative to the meteorological station observations. The evaluation 

strategy is based on the mean annual and seasonal values for each GCM-RCM simulation dataset and their 

medians compared against the mean annual and seasonal values of every meteorological station and their 

mean over the territory of Belarus. The evaluation is performed across the period of 1971-2000 for both 

the meteorological station dataset (i.e., observations) and simulations. 

Figures 4 and 5 compare the observational records of the 1971-2000 changes in surface air temperature 

and precipitation to the simulated data from each EURO-CORDEX model and the respective multimodel 

median. 

The interannual variability in the majority of the EURO-CORDEX simulations is qualitatively similar to 

that of the observed data, although there are several exceptions. For example, the magnitude of interannu-

al variations in the observations is larger than the multimodel median. This is because the averaging of the 

multiple model results acts as a filter to the simulated variability (Flato 2013). 



 

Fig. 4. Evaluation of EURO-CORDEX regional climate model (RCM) simulations over Belarus for seasonal and 

yearly air temperatures. The analysis is conducted for 14 historical GCM-driven RCMs (colored lines), and their 

median (dark blue line) and mean seasonal and yearly air temperatures aggregated across 42 stations (red line). 



 

Fig. 5. Evaluation of EURO-CORDEX regional climate model (RCM) simulations over Belarus for seasonal and 

annual precipitation. The analysis is conducted for 14 historical GCM-driven RCMs (colored lines), and their median 

(dark blue line) and mean seasonal and annual precipitation aggregated across 42 stations (green line). 

The quantitative performance of the models is evaluated by examining the mean error (ME), relative error 

(RE) and root mean square error (RMSE). Figures in Appendix A present the EURO-CORDEX model 

mean seasonal ME and RMSE of the surface air temperature, precipitation and wind (determined via the 

difference between the individual model simulations and observed station data). 

According to Kotlarski et al. (2014) the EURO-CORDEX ensemble seasonally and regionally averaged 

temperature biases (the difference model-reference of spatially averaged climatological means) for the 



European domain generally do not exceed 1.5°C. The temperature bias spread across different configura-

tions of an individual model can be of a similar magnitude as the spread across different models, demon-

strating the strong influence of the specific choices in physical parameterizations and the experimental 

setup on the model performance. 

The mean ME of all air temperature simulations is negative in winter and spring, and positive in summer 

and autumn. The largest MEs are obtained for spring (–1.5°C) and winter (−0.8°C). This may be associat-

ed with the model underestimations; the smallest errors were detected in summer and autumn with 0.4-

0.5°C. The yearly ME does not exceed 0.4°C and the relative error of air temperature is approximately 

24% in spring and 2% in summer. 

The RMSE is largest in winter, reaching 3.7°C, and gradually decreases by season to 2°C in autumn. This 

is explained by the higher variability in air temperature in winter due to frequent changes in atmospheric 

circulation and flowing air masses from the Atlantic Ocean, Siberia and Arctic. 

The precipitation ME is largest in winter and spring and equals approximately 40 kg·m-2 per season; how-

ever, the relative error is approximately 20% for winter and 30% for spring. The summer-autumn mean 

errors in precipitation are approximately 13-14 kg·m-2 and do not exceed 5-10%, while precipitation biases 

for the entire European domain are typically in the ±40% range (Kotlarski et al. 2014). However, the 

RMSE indicates the largest values of more than 100 kg·m-2 to occur in summer due to the high variability 

of precipitation and the complicated regime of frontal and convective precipitation during this season, 

which is difficult to parameterize. The smallest RMSE of 60 kg·m-2 is obtained in winter. 

The simulated seasonal and yearly wind means are in modest agreement with the observations. The wind 

MEs are stable within seasons and vary from 1.0 to 1.2 m·s-1, with the largest values in autumn. However, 

at the relative scale, the MEs are quite large and reach 30% and 50% in winter and summer, respectively. 

The wind RMSE is largest in winter and autumn and corresponds to the wind speed seasonal increase. 

The EURO-CORDEX simulations generally perform well in the qualitative (i.e., seasonal and geograph-

ical variations) and quantitative (i.e., errors) characterizations of the climate in Belarus. This demonstrates 

the ability of the EURO-CORDEX models to reproduce the general features of the annual and seasonal 

mean surface temperature, precipitation and wind, although the agreement between simulations and ob-

servations is limited in certain seasons. 

7. Results 

This section is structured into four subsections according to air temperature, precipitation, snow and 

wind. Each subsection consists of (a) the peculiarities of current climate changes in Belarus; (b) an assess-

ment of multimodel median climate change signals for different emission scenarios; and (c) estimates of 

the projected extremes. 



The spatial patterns associated with multimodel median projected climate changes across the territory of 

Belarus are not presented here due to the lack of clear spatial patterns of the meteorological characteristics 

per season.  

7.1. Temperature 

PECULIARITIES OF CURRENT CLIMATE CHANGES. The annual mean temperature in Belarus has 

exceeded the climatological norm (1961-1990) by 0.1-2.1°C almost every year since 1989. The linear trend 

of annual temperature for the post-WWII period varies from 0.25°C per decade in the north to 0.35°C in 

the south. The largest degree of warming occurs during the cold season. The trend of winter temperature 

change varies from 0.35°C per decade in the west and some southern regions to 0.45°C in the north and 

east. The trend in summer temperature changes is approximately 0.1°C per decade in the west and 0.25°C 

in the southern and central regions. The mean maximum temperature for the cold period has increased by 

1.5-1.7°C, while that for the warm period has increased by 0.7-0.8°C. Moreover, the mean minimum tem-

perature has increased by 1.8-2.0°C for the cold period and by 0.6-0.7°C for the warm period. 

ASSESSMENT OF MULTIMODEL MEDIAN CLIMATE CHANGE. Figure 6 presents the air tem-

perature ensemble projections as 20-year moving averages for the 2021-2099 period with respect to pre-

sent conditions (1971-2000) for Belarus. The individual models project a general increase in air tempera-

ture from 1 to 7°C. Under the RCP2.6 scenario, the projected ensemble median exhibits an increase in the 

annual mean air temperature of up to 1.5°C by the middle of the century, followed by a subsequent de-

crease of 0.5°C by the end of the century. 

The largest growth under RCP2.6 is detected in the winter and spring (from 0.5 to 2.0°C) in different 

decades of the current century, while the smallest growth is observed in the summer. For winter, spring, 

and autumn, the temperature is expected to rise until the middle of the century, followed by a projected 

decrease until the end of the century. A gradual increase in air temperature of up to 1.0°C is projected for 

the summer. 

The RCP4.5 ensemble scenario estimates an increase in the annual mean temperature ranging from 1.0°C 

to 2.8°C (from the beginning to the end of the century). The RCP8.5 scenario projections show an in-

crease in the annual mean temperature ranging from 1.2°C at the beginning of the study period to 5.2°C at 

the end of the century. A gradual increase in winter and spring temperatures is expected to equal 4.5-

5.5°C, and that of the summer-autumn period equal to 3.5-4.2°C. 

ESTIMATES OF THE PROJECTED EXTREMES. Significant changes in winter extremes were detect-

ed for frost and ice days and the maximal frost period length, and in summer extremes for hot and sum-

mer days and for tropical nights. 

The number of frost days is expected to decrease from 3-9 days during the current century under the 

RCP2.6 scenario to 4-33 days under the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios. The number of ice days is also 

projected to decrease by 3-16 days under the RCP2.6 scenario, 4-18 days under the RCP4.5 scenario and 



7-31 days under the RCP8.5 scenario. The maximum frost period length decreases from 7-17 days under 

the RCP2.6 scenario to 9-30 days under the RCP8.5 scenario. The winter indices generally exhibit maximal 

values for the 2041-2050 period under the RCP2.6 scenario and at the end of the century under the 

RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios. 

 
Fig. 6. Projected changes in air temperature in Belarus for the 2021-2099 period with respect to 1971-2000 as the 20-

year running means. 

During the summer, the number of hot days is expected to rise by a range from 1 day per season during 

the current century under the RCP2.6 scenario to up to 12 days under the RCP8.5 scenario. The number 

of summer days will increase by 3-21 days according to the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios, while the num-



ber of tropical nights may rise by 2-8 days per season (more than twice the number under current condi-

tions) after 2051-2060 under the RCP8.5 scenario. 

The ice and frost days are projected to decrease during autumn and spring for every RCP scenario. More-

over, in autumn, an increase in summer days of up to 5 days per season is observed in the second half of 

the century under the RCP8.5 scenario. 

7.2. Total precipitation 

PECULIARITIES OF CURRENT CLIMATE CHANGES. The moisture regime in Belarus has changed 

in the recent decades. The mean precipitation exhibits a nonsignificant increase in the north (up to 5%) 

and southeast (up to 7%), while no changes are observed in the other regions of Belarus. The largest 

changes in precipitation are detected in the winter and may be explained by the atmospheric circulation 

peculiarities in the Atlantic-European sector (Partasenok et al. 2014). In the summer, an increase in precip-

itation occurred in July. Additionally, enhanced precipitation extremes are marked: the rainfall duration 

decreased while the absolute maximum precipitation amounts increased, particularly in the southern and 

central regions of the country. Despite the rise in precipitation, dry conditions are currently intensifying in 

Belarus, particularly during the growing season (Danilovich 2021). 

ASSESSMENT OF MULTIMODEL MEDIAN CLIMATE CHANGE. The different ensemble scenari-

os project an increase in precipitation across Belarus in all seasons. As shown in Figure 7, individual mod-

els projected increases in the winter and spring of the 2021-2099 period with respect to present conditions 

(1971-2000) for Belarus. The estimated growth of the multimodel median precipitation in the winter and 

spring exceeds 10 kg·m-2 (8%) under the RCP2.6 scenario, and reaches 20 kg·m-2 (15%) and 40 kg·m-2 

(30%) under the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios, respectively. In summer and autumn, changes in precipita-

tion are more complex: the majority of simulations exhibit an increase in the seasonal precipitation totals 

of up to 10 kg·m-2 (4-6%); and mid-century decreases are projected under the RCP2.6 scenario. The high-

er-resolution EUR-11 projections tend to estimate stronger increases in mean annual precipitation com-

pared to the coarser EUR-44 counterparts in previous studies (Partasenok et al. 2015; Danilovich, Geyer 

2018). 

ESTIMATES OF THE PROJECTED EXTREMES. The number of precipitation days is projected to 

increase in the winter and spring by 1-3 days. In the summer and autumn, the deviations in the precipita-

tion days are larger (up to 4 days) than in the cold season but have no clear increasing or decreasing trends 

during the current century. The largest deviations in the precipitation days during the century are projected 

under the RCP2.6 scenario. 

An increase of 1-2 wet days is expected in the winter and spring under the RCP2.6 scenario and 2-4 days 

under the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios. Negative deviations of up to 1-3 wet days are projected during 

summer and autumn. 



 

Fig. 7. Projected changes in precipitation for Belarus during the 2021-2099 period with respect to 1971-2000 as 20-

year running means. 

A substantial increase is particularly apparent for the intense precipitation days, particularly in cold sea-

sons. Signal strengths depend on the forcing and are most distinct for RCP8.5-driven ensemble scenarios. 

A projected intensification of extreme precipitation is expected over Belarus. For example, the 95th per-

centile of precipitation increases in all seasons but is stronger in spring; with a rise of 3-6 kg·m-2 under the 

RCP4.5 scenario and 3-8 kg·m-2 under the RCP8.5 scenario (Fig. 8). 



 

Fig. 8. The ensemble changes in the 95th percentile of precipitation for 2041-2099 with respect to present conditions 

(1971-2000) for Belarus. The year on the x-axis represents the start of each 20-year subperiod. 

Figure 9 reveals the maximal dry period length changes to be the most complex. No significant trends are 

observed for the winter season, while the spring exhibits substantial decreases. The largest increase in the 

maximal dry period length is expected in the summer and autumn (with the exception of several decades) 

under the RCP2.6 scenario. The largest increase and decrease are projected under the RCP2.6 scenario. 

The models project stronger relative increases in single-day rainfall events compared to multiday precipita-

tion spells. 

 

Fig. 9. Ensemble changes in the maximal dry period length for 2041-2099 with respect to present conditions (1971-

2000) for Belarus. The year on the x-axis represents the start of each 20-year subperiod. 



7.3. Snow 

PECULIARITIES OF CURRENT CLIMATE CHANGES. The changes in the snow regime strongly 

depend on cold-period temperature fluctuations. Following the positive tendency of air temperature in 

Belarus in recent decades, particularly in winter, the duration of solid precipitation has declined in recent 

decades by 11-26 hours per month or up to 5 days per cold season in the north and by 11-47 hours or up 

to 3-24 days in central and southern Belarus (Melnik 2019). The largest negative trend in falling snow du-

ration occurs in January, at 20 hours per decade. In contrast, the liquid precipitation duration has in-

creased for the entire country. The snow water equivalent (SWE) tends to decrease by more than 20 mm 

(25%) per cold season in the north and center, with slight changes in southern Belarus. 

ASSESSMENT OF MULTIMODEL MEDIAN CLIMATE CHANGE. The general decrease is distinct 

for all models and scenarios in Belarus. However, several decades in the second half of the century exhibit 

increases under the RCP2.6 scenario. In the near-term period (2031-2050), the snow precipitation means 

is reduced by approximately 20 kg·m-2 per season. However, later snowfall is expected to decrease by up 

to 7-10 kg·m-2 per season. A significant reduction of 11-27 kg·m-2 per season is detected under the 

RCP4.5 scenario, and 9-47 kg·m-2 per season under the RCP8.5 scenario. 

ESTIMATES OF THE PROJECTED EXTREMES. Among the snow precipitation climate indices, sig-

nificant changes were detected for the numbers of precipitation days and wet days. 

The snow precipitation days are expected to change by 1-10 days under the RCP2.6 scenario, with the 

largest negative deviation in the near-term period of 2031-2050 and at the end of the century, from 2091-

2099. The decrease in snow precipitation days is projected to be 8-18 days under the RCP4.5 scenario and 

4-32 days under the RCP8.5 scenario. 

The number of snow wet days is projected to decrease by 2-5, 4-8 and 3-14 days under the RCP2.6, 

RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios, respectively. 

7.4. Wind 

PECULIARITIES OF CURRENT CLIMATE CHANGES. The wind regime in Belarus, which is influ-

enced by atmospheric circulation over Europe and the Atlantic Ocean, is determined by baric center activ-

ity. During the cold season, winds from the west and southwest prevail (repeatability 45-50%), whereas 

those from the east (15%), northwest (9-12%), and north (5-8%) are less dominant. In the summer, west-

erly (NW+W+SW) winds prevail (50%), with wind repeatability from the east up to 30% and from the 

south at 12%. 

The wind strength has decreased by 0.9-1.0 m·s-1 since the 1970s over the territory of Belarus, and the 

mean annual wind speed varies from 2.5 to 2.8 m·s-1. The absolute maximum wind gust has also declined 

by 1.2 m·s-1 in the central and southern regions of the country, while no changes are observed in northern 

Belarus. The negative trend of the maximum wind gust is approximately equal to 0.1-0.2 m·s-1 per decade 

since the 1970s. 



ASSESSMENT OF MULTIMODEL MEDIAN CLIMATE CHANGE. The ensemble reveals slight 

nonsignificant changes in seasonal and annual wind speeds. The overall change in wind speed varies from 

0.2 to −0.4 m·s-1 in all seasons (Fig. 10). 

 

Fig. 10. Projected changes in wind over Belarus for the 2021-2099 period with respect to 1971-2000 as 20-year run-

ning means. 

The ensemble median is reduced by 0.05 m·s-1 in the winter during the current century, with a more 

marked decrease of up to 0.1 m·s-1 projected up until the end of the century in spring and summer. The 

wind speed change in autumn is expected to stay close to the norm (1971-2000) under the RCP4.5 and 

RCP8.5 scenarios and deviate under the RCP2.6 scenario, growing by 0.05 m·s-1 in the recent decades to 



0.15 m·s-1 in the middle of the century. The maximal wind speed is expected to increase in the second half 

of the century by 0.1-0.2 m·s-1 and decrease in summer by 0.1-0.25 m·s-1. In autumn, the maximal wind 

speed will vary strongly under RCP2.6, with an increase of 0.25 m·s-1 in the first half of the current century 

and subsequent reduction of 0.15-0.5 m·s-1. RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 exhibited nonsignificant variations in the 

maximal wind speed in autumn. 

ESTIMATES OF THE PROJECTED EXTREMES. A significant climate change signal is detected for 

strong-breeze days and storm days. 

Under the RCP2.6 scenario, the number of strong breeze days increases by 2 days in winter and autumn, 

and decreases by 1-3 days in spring and summer. Mid-century strong breeze days are expected to increase 

in the winter for a short period under the RCP4.5 scenario. Other seasons are projected to experience 

changes ranging between 1.0 and 1.5 days, with the largest negative values in the summer. The RCP8.5 

scenario predicts a gradual increase of up to 2 strong-breeze days in winter and spring, while in the sum-

mer, a decrease of 3 days is detected in the second half of the current century. 

The climate change signal is stronger for storm days during the current century (2021-2099) under the 

RCP2.6 scenario. A general decrease in the number of storm days of 0.5-1 days is observed in the winter, 

spring and autumn, with the largest magnitude in the winter. In autumn, an increase in the number of 

storm days of 0.5-1 days is expected in the first half of the century. The changes in storm days are nonsig-

nificant under the other scenarios. 

8. Discussion 

This study estimates the current and future changes in mean and extreme values of air temperature, liquid 

and solid precipitation, and wind over the territory of Belarus. Table 4 summarizes the study results for 

the territory of Belarus and the comparative climate characteristics for neighboring countries.  

Regional climate assessments typically consider the macro-region in order to comprehensively demon-

strate the climate change trends in the study domain. However, this may result in the loss of some climate 

change features in smaller regions (countries).  

The air temperature estimates in Europe are robust in their conclusions and indicate a gradual increase 

over the region. The mean annual air temperature in Europe was observed to rise by 1.3°C in 2002-2011 

and 1.6°C in 2009-2019 (C3S 2020). The air temperature increased by 1.3°C during 1989-2018 in Belarus, 

slightly differing from that in neighboring countries. Similar increasing trends in air temperature are de-

tected (from 1.2 to 1.5°C) in the European part of Russia (Kryshnakova 2008; Roshydromet 2008), 

Ukraine (Shevchenko 2019) and Poland in spring (Czernecki 2017); while in Latvia (Klavins 2002; Sum-

mary Report 2017), Lithuania (Lithuania's 5th National Communication 2010) and Poland (Fortuniak et al. 

2001; Kożuchowski, Żmudzka 2001), lower mean yearly air temperature changes of 0.7-0.9°C are ob-

served, yet they were analyzed for a longer period (1961-2010). 



The mean annual precipitation changes exhibited nonsignificant and generally positive deviations within 5-

10% from climatological norms in all neighboring countries (Latvia`s 4th National Communication 2006; 

Roshydromet 2008; Summary Report 2017; Tripolskaja 2013; Jaagus 2018; Shevchenko 2019; Szwed 2019) 

and Belarus, while positive changes in intense precipitation were more marked (Roshydromet 2008; Reck-

ermann 2011; Summary Report 2017; Balabukh 2018a; Pińskwar et al. 2018a). 

With regards to precipitation, the territory of Belarus is located in the neutral zone between northern Eu-

rope (with a general increase in mean annual precipitation) and southern Europe (where drying conditions 

have increased since the second part of the 20th century). Despite the nonsignificant changes in the mean 

annual precipitation across recent decades over Belarus, the maximal precipitation totals have increased 

significantly in the summer by 15-25%. Moreover, drought frequency has also increased by up to 3-19% 

across the country (Danilovich 2021). Analysis of drying conditions over Eastern Europe based on the 

SPI (standardized precipitation index) and SPEI (standardized precipitation evapotranspiration index) 

revealed nonsignificant changes for the territory of Belarus (Jaagus et al. 2018), while SPI repeatability 

demonstrated a significant increase in drying conditions on the majority of Belarussian meteorological 

stations. 

Snow precipitation and snow cover have declined in neighboring countries in recent decades due to tem-

perature increases (Latvia`s 4th National Communication 2006; Roshydromet 2008; Rimkus 2014; Szwed 

2017; Balabukh 2018). 

In terms of wind regime, the mean and maximal speeds decreased in neighboring countries (Roshydromet 

2014; Summary Report 2017; Balabukh 2018b), while whirlwinds and tornados in Poland (Project 

Klimada, Kożuchowski 2011) and extreme squalls in Ukraine (Balabukh 2018b) have become more fre-

quent. 

The regional assessments of climate projections for Poland, Lithuania, Latvia, Ukraine, the European part 

of Russia and Belarus generally confirm that future climate changes will follow current climate changes, 

which have been recorded since the second part of the previous century (e.g., increases in air temperature 

by 1 to 6°C over neighboring territories). The projected increase in Belarus territory is expected to be 

similar to that in Latvia (Summary Report 2017), Lithuania (Kriaučiūniene 2008, 2018) and Ukraine 

(Christensen 2007; Met Office 2010; Balabukh 2018b), with variations from 2.5 to 5.5°C by the end of the 

current century. The expected air temperature increases in Poland (Mezghani et al. 2016a) and the Euro-

pean part of Russia (Shkolnik et al. 2006; Kokorev 2013) are smaller than those in other countries by 1.0-

3.8°C, with a projected total of 1-4°C. 

The mean annual precipitation is projected to exhibit a nonsignificant growth in Lithuania (Kriaučiūniene 

2008), while significant increases are expected of up to 10-15% in Poland, Latvia, Ukraine and Belarus, 

(Christensen 2007; Met Office 2010; Mezghani et al. 2016; Boychenko 2017; Summary Report 2017), and 

up to 20% in the European part of Russia (Shkolnik et al. 2006). A noticeable increase in intense precipita-

tion is expected for all neighboring countries (Bukantis 2010; Kattsov 2017; Summary Report 2017; 

Pińskwar, Dobler 2018). 



Snow projections demonstrated a substantial reduction in snow cover over the European part of Russia 

(Mokhov 2008) and in Belarus. Moreover, a complete lack of snow cover is expected in the western and 

southern neighbors of Belarus (Helcome 2006). 

Wind speed projections are diverse among countries, with increases of 5-10% in the Baltic Sea basin 

(Nikulin 2011), while a rise of 4-13% and 0-6% is estimated in Latvia under the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 sce-

narios (Summary Report 2017). At the same time, wind speed will continue to decrease in the future over 

Belarus and the European part of Russia (Kattsov 2017). This may be explained by northerly cyclone track 

shifts (Partasenok et al. 2014) and their continuation in the future. 

 



Table 4. Assessments of current and projected climate changes in neighboring countries of Belarus 

C
o

u
n

tr
y 

Current climate changes Projected climate changes to the end of the century 

Annual 
temperature 

Annual 
precipitation 

Intense precipita-
tion in summer 

Wind Snow Annual temperature 
Annual 

precipitation 
Intense precip-

itation 
Snow Wind 

B
el

ar
u
s 

+1.3°C 
(1988-2018) 

Nonsignificant 
increase by 5-
7% 
(1988-2018) 

Max precipitation 
increased 
(1988-2018) 

Mean wind 
speed decreased 
since 1970s 

Snow depth 
decreased 
 
SWE decreased 
by 25% 
(1989-2018) 

Increase: 
by +0.5-1.5°C (RCP2.6) 
by +2.8°C (RCP4.5) 
by +5.2°C (RCP8.5) 

Increase by 10-
15% (RCP4.5 
and RCP8.5) 
 

Increase in 
95th percentile 
by 4-7 mm 

Decrease in 
snow precipita-
tion days by 10-
30 days 

Nonsignificant 
decrease in summer 
and yearly wind, 
increase in strong-
wind days 

P
o

la
n

d
 

+0.8°C 
(second part 
21st century) 
 
+1.4°C (in 
March-May 
1951-2010) 

No significant 
changes 
(1951-2013) 

Max precipitation 
increased 

Increase in 
whirlwinds and 
tornados 

Mean and max 
snow depth 
decreased 
(1991-2013) 

+1-2°C (RCP4.5) 
up to +4°C (RCP8.5) 

Increase by 

6−10% (RCP4.5) 

8−16% (RCP8.5) 

95th and 99th 
percentile 
precipitation 
increases 

Decrease 
up to a com-
plete lack of 
snow cover 
 

Increase by 5-10% 
in BS; strengthening 
north of 45°N 
 

L
it

h
u
an

ia
 

+0.7-0.9°C 
(1991-2006) 

Nonsignificant 
increase 
(1991-2006) 

Slight increase 
(1991-2006) 

- Decrease in days 
with snow cover 
and max snow 
depth 
(1991-2006) 

+4.4-4.9°C (A2) 
+2.6-2.7°C (B1) 
 
+1.2-6.8°C 
(RCP4.5 and RCP8.5) 

No clear trend 
 
Nonsignificant 
changes 
 

Heavy precipi-
tation events 
increase by up 
to 30% (A1B) 
 

  

L
at

v
ia

 

+0.8-1.4°C 
(last century) 
 
+0.7°C 
(1961-2010) 

Increase since 
1950s 
 
6% increase 
(1961-2010) 

Heavy prec. days 
increased by 2 days 
in 1961-2010 

Decreased by 
8% since 1966 

Decrease 
(1961-2010) 

+3.5°C (RCP4.5) 
+5.5°C (RCP8.5) 

+13-16% 
(RCP4.5 and 
RCP8.5) 
 

Heavy prec. 
days increase 
by 3-5 days 

 Mean wind speed 
increase: 
4-13% (RCP4.5) 
0-6% (RCP8.5) 

U
k
ra

in
e 

+0.7-1.2°C 
(1991-2010) 

+−8% changes Increased during 
1971-2010 

Extreme squalls 
increased 

Snowfalls de-
creased in 1970s, 
and increased 
from 1990s  

+2.3-5.3°C (RCP4.5) 
 
+1.1-1.4°C (A1B) 
 

0-15% (RCP4.5) 
 
10-15(±5)% 

− − − 

R
u
ss

ia
 

+1.5°C 
(1976-2005) 
 
+1.33°C 
(1976-2006) 

+7.2 mm/10 
years for the 
period 1976-
2006 

Increase in the 
number of days 
with heavy rainfall 
(snowfall) 

Decrease since 
1970s 

Decrease in 
snow depth 

+3.2°C (B2) 
 
+3.5-3.8°C (RCP8.5) 
 

+20% (B2) 
 
+10-20% (A1B) 
 

Increase in 
daily precipita-
tion exceeding 
90th summer 
percentile 
threshold 

Substantial 
reduction in 
snow cover 

Considerable de-
crease in wind by 
2050 

 



9. Summary 

This study presents the results of current and future climate changes over the territory of Belarus. We at-

tempted to connect the regional peculiarities of ongoing climate changes and projected means of air tempera-

ture, precipitation and wind. While Belarus is an agrarian country, adaptation to climate change is part of the 

country’s sustainable development strategy. The climate information based on in situ data and numerical 

modelling in the present study is in high demand. The main tendencies of current and projected climate 

changes are summarized below. 

TEMPERATURE: In recent decades, a temperature increase of 1.3°C has occurred over the territory of Bela-

rus. The largest increase in air temperature (2.1-2.4°C) is detected in the cold season. Increases in minimum 

temperatures exceed those of maximum temperatures in the winter, while no equivalent difference is ob-

served for summer. 

The different ensemble scenarios project an increase of 1-5°C in the mean annual air temperature until the 

end of the current century. The largest growth (1-6°C) is projected in the cold season, while the growth in the 

warm season is projected to be 1-4°C. The RCP8.5 scenario demonstrates the largest changes. For winter, 

spring, and autumn, the temperature is expected to rise until the middle of the century, followed by a subse-

quent decrease.  

TOTAL PRECIPITATION: Mean annual totals were observed to increase by up to 57%, with summer ex-

tremes in precipitation of up to 20-25%. However, drying conditions also intensified in Belarus, particularly 

during the growing season. 

An increase in precipitation across Belarus was projected in all seasons. The mean annual precipitation is 

expected to rise by 30-120 kg·m-2 or by 5-15% at the end of the century. Models simulate increases in single 

rainfall events compared to multiday precipitation events. The 95th percentile of precipitation is observed to 

rise in all seasons by 4-7 kg·m-2. In summer and autumn, the largest increase in maximal dry period length is 

estimated as 0.5-1.5 days, with the exception of some decades under the RCP2.6 scenario. 

The largest deviations in the precipitation days and dry periods during the century are projected for the 

RCP2.6 scenario. 

SNOW: In recent decades, the winter precipitation amount increased in northern Belarus, while no significant 

changes were observed in the center and south of the country. The duration of solid precipitation decreased 

by 5-23 days, particularly in the south, and the duration of liquid precipitation in winter increased over the 

entire territory of Belarus. 

The models projected a general decrease in snowfall of 10-45 kg·m-2 in Belarus for the current century. How-

ever, increases were detected during the second half of the century under the RCP2.6 scenario. 

Among the climate indices used for snow precipitation, the most significant negative deviations (by 10-35 

days) were detected for the numbers of precipitation days and wet days. 

WIND: The wind strength has declined by 0.9-1.0 m·s-1 since the 1970s over the territory of Belarus. 



The ensemble models reveal slight nonsignificant changes from 0.2 to −0.4 m·s-1 in seasonal and annual wind 

strength. In addition, a significant climate change signal in the wind regime is detected for strong-breeze days 

and storm days. In general, all models determined the number of strong-breeze days to increase in winter and 

summer by 2-2.5 and 3 days, respectively. Furthermore a 1 day decrease in the number storm days was ob-

served in the winter, and a 1 day increase for autumn.  
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Appendix A 

Evaluation of EURO-CORDEX regional climate model simulations over Belarus for mean air temperature 

by the root mean square error (right) and mean error (left). Analysis is provided for 14 historical GCM-driven 

RCMs (1971-2000) and 42 stations (1971-2000). 

  



Evaluation of EURO-CORDEX regional climate model simulations over Belarus for mean precipitation by 

the root mean square error (right) and mean error (left). Analysis is provided for 14 historical GCM-driven 

RCMs (1971-2000) and 42 stations (1971-2000). 

  



Evaluation of EURO-CORDEX regional climate model simulations over Belarus for mean wind by the root 

mean square error (right) and mean error (left). Analysis is provided for 15 historical GCM-driven RCMs 

(1971-2000) and 42 stations (1971-2000). 
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Abstract 

In recent times, undesirable climatic conditions have been attributed to climate change. The intensity of rainfall has amplified 

extremely, causing floods in many areas worldwide. It is desirable to regulate and minimize the consequences of floods and excess 

downpour. Using geospatial data for the development of hydraulic models and mapping of simulation results has become stand-

ard practice for floodplain assessment. The objective of the current investigation is to use one-dimensional floodplain modeling of 

the Bhima River between Lonikand and Rahu using the RAS-mapper tool (HEC-RAS). The modeled river reach is about 67 km 

long, near the Pune administrative division of Maharashtra, India. The hydrodynamic flow computations were carried out for the 

years 2005 and 2017. A total of 595 cross sections along the main river was employed for hydrodynamic flow simulations. In this 

study, cross-sections and past observed flood data have been used to develop a 1-D integrated hydraulic model of the Bhima 

River. The simulated water levels are also validated with observed water levels and found to be reasonably correlated. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years the hydrological cycle has been escalating and hastening because of climate change, with 

consequences that include increasing frequency and magnitude of floods (Kvocˇka et al. 2015). Floods are 

the most common and extreme catastrophes in a tropical country like India. Floods cannot be completely 

avoided, but the accompanying threats could be minimized, if flood prone areas are known in advance 

(Sahoo, Sreeja 2015). Therefore, recognizing flood risk zones and flood inundation mapping (FIM) are key 

steps for framing flood management strategies (Sahoo, Sreeja 2015). Correct geometry and flow data in-

puts are basic requirements of a good hydraulic model, but the performance of the simulations also varies 

by model type, e.g., one dimensional (1-D), two dimensional (2-D) or combined (1-D & 2-D) types. 1-D 

models are used extensively to simulate flow in the main river channel and in certain cases very effective in 

predicting flood extent (Vozinaki et al. 2016). Computational effectiveness and simple parameterization in 

dealing with flows in large and complex networks have been established by 1-D modelling (Ahmad, Has-

san 2011). Horritt and Bates (2002) checked performance of 1-D modelling for hydraulic simulation by 

carrying out numerous studies and concluded that 1-D models have sufficient skill for good estimation of 

flood level and flood travel time, so that it can be used for prediction of flood extent. Timbadiya et al. 

(2012) developed a calibrated HEC-RAS-based model using flood peaks of observed and simulated 

floods; root mean squared error (RMSE) demonstrated that predicted flood levels were satisfactory. In the 

present study, a 1-D hydrodynamic model has been developed by using the Hydrologic Engineering Cen-

ter’s River Analysis System (HEC-RAS, V. 5.0.7) developed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 

(USACE). 



2. Governing equations 
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+ 𝑆𝑓) = 0 Momentum equation (2) 

where: Q – discharge [m3/sec]; A – cross-sectional area [m2]; g – acceleration due to gravity [m/sec2]; β – 

momentum correction factor; h – elevation of the water surface(stage) in meters above a specified datum; 

so – bed slope (Longitudinal channel bottom slope); t – temporal coordinate; x – longitudinal coordinate. 

3. Numerical solution methods 

Numerical techniques for the solution of expanded Saint-Venant equations can be given by implicit finite 

difference techniques with the most widely used Preissmann technique. In this technique all derivative 

terms and other parameters are calculated by using unknowns at the forward timeline (j+1) in x-t grid as 

shown below. 

 

Fig. 1. The distance-time grid to developed implicit finite difference scheme. 

In this scheme, grid size is taken as (i, j) where: i is the space interval; j is the time interval, and the four 

grid points from the (j)th and (j+1)th timelines are taken to approximate for the differential equation. A 

weighing factor, (θ = 0.5) is used in the approximation of all terms of the equation except for the time 

derivatives in order to adjust the influence of the points (i) and (i+1). Partial differential equations of 

continuity and momentum are obtained as a result of approximation by the Preissmann implicit finite 

difference scheme. 

Water level (h) = 𝑓(𝐴, 𝐵), where A is the cross-sectional area; B is the channel top width 

ℎ𝑁
𝑗+1

− ℎ(𝑡) = 0 



Where ℎ𝑁
𝑗+1

 is the stage to be computed at downstream and ℎ(𝑡) is the stage hydrograph value input to 

the model. 

Discharge, water level, and area of cross-section are stated at nodes of grid and So, Sf, Se i.e. bed slope, 

friction slope and energy line slope are stated at reaches. 

Space derivatives of the Saint-Venant equations are: 
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Time derivatives of the Saint-Venant equations are: 
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Other factors, A, S𝑓, q are approximated as follows: 

q = 𝜃𝑞𝑖+1/2
𝑗+1

+ (1 − 𝜃)𝑞𝑖+1/2
𝑗

 (8) 
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𝑗

 (9) 
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 (10) 

Substituting all values into the continuity equation yields, 
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Putting all values into the momentum equation yields, 
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These equations are solved by the Newton-Raphson iterative technique to calculate water level and dis-

charge at (j+1)th timeline at nodes (i) and (i+1). 

4. Methodology adopted 

A hypothetical, rectangular river section was established, assuming a width of 800 m, an average longitu-

dinal bed slope of 0.0005, and Manning’s roughness coefficient of bed slope changing with time and dis-

tance. 

The study area is strategically important, and the upper Bhima River basin catchment (45,678 km2) is one 

of the important tributaries of the Krishna River in the upstream part of the basin in western Maharashtra 

state in India. The catchment is located between 16.5°-19.5° latitude and 73.0°-76.5° longitude. The eleva-

tion ranges from 414 m in the east to 1,458 m in the western Ghat mountains; 95% of the catchment is 

below 800 m and relatively flat. The location of Bhima basin in Pune is shown in Figure 2. 

 

Fig. 2. Location of study area. 

The Hydrologic Engineering Center’s River Analysis System (HEC-RAS, V. 5.0.7) developed by the 

USACE is generally used for the study of flood analysis of numerous return periods. 1-D HEC-RAS hy-

drodynamic modeling is an applicable tool for deriving 1-D river hydraulic parameters including total 

discharge, water surface elevations (WSE), energy gradient elevation (EG), energy gradient slope, velocity, 

flow area, and Froude number at different channel sections, which help for better analysis. The applica-



tions are specifically planned for flood plain management and flood-insurance studies to estimate flood-

way interruption and to reproduce estimated flood inundation in the study area. HEC-RAS demands a 

number of input variables for hydraulic analysis of the stream channel geometry and water flow. These 

parameters are used to create a series of cross-sections along the stream. In each cross-section, the loca-

tions of the stream banks are identified and used to divide the cross-section into segments of left flood-

way, main channel, and right floodway. At every cross-section various input parameters are used to define 

elevation, shape, and relative position at a river station number, including lateral and elevation coordinates 

for all terrain points, left and right bank locations, downstream reach lengths between the left floodplain, 

stream center-line, and right floodplain of every adjacent cross-section, and Manning’s roughness coeffi-

cients for left, main channel, and right floodplains. Further, geometric descriptions of any hydraulic struc-

tures, such as bridges, culverts, and weirs for current study in flood modeling data for flood events of 

2005 and 2017 were considered. A Bhima River stretch 67 of km with 595 cross-sections, each approxi-

mately 800 m long, was modeled. The primary data required for this modeling was collected from the 

Water Resource Department (WRD), Pune, Government of Maharashtra, National Hydrology Project 

(NHP)1, Nasik Maharashtra, and Central Water Commission (CWC) water books. Manning’s roughness 

coefficients were selected according to Central Water Commission (CWC) guidelines; bank stations were 

marked with the help of RAS-Mapper and ArcGIS world imagery. Reach length data was also collected 

from WRD2 at Pune in Maharashtra. River geometry was created as shown in Figure 3. 

 

Fig. 3. Geometry of Bhima River. 

Manning’s coefficient reach lengths and bank stations were also used for each cross-section as shown in 

Figure 4. For hydrodynamic flow analysis, stage hydrographs for the period of July and August 2005 were 

used as downstream boundary conditions, and the flow hydrograph for the same period was used as the 

upstream boundary condition. 

 
1 https://www.mahahp.gov.in/HDUG 
2 https://wrd.maharashtra.gov.in 

https://www.mahahp.gov.in/HDUG
https://wrd.maharashtra.gov.in/


 

Fig. 4. Cross-section details of the Bhima River channel. 

The flow data, and flow category with regime conditions are used to build up the model for the desired 

outcomes. The methodology followed is expressed in a flow chart (Figure 5). 

 

Fig. 5. Flowchart of methodology. 

5. Data availability 

Table 1 below gives the details of data types and sources of data used in this research paper on hydrody-

namic flow modeling and the effect of roughness on river stage forecasting. 

Table 1. Data type and source of data. 

DATA TYPE SOURCE 

Flood hydrographs  
1. National Hydrology Project (NHP), Nasik Maharashtra, India. 
2. Central Water Commission (CWC) water books, India. 

River Geometry data  Water Resource Department (WRD), Pune, Government of Maharashtra, India. 



6. Hydrodynamic model calibration 

Calibration is the adjustment of a model's parameters so that it reproduces observed data to an acceptable 

accuracy. Roughness coefficients, i. e. Manning’s roughness coefficient (n) in this case, are among the 

main variables used in calibrating a hydraulic model. It is known that for a free-flowing river, roughness 

decreases with increased stage, and flow. However, if the banks of a river are rougher than the channel 

bottom, then the composite value of the roughness coefficient (n) will increase with increased stage. De-

posits and debris can also play an important role in the roughness. When Manning’s n is increased in a 

particular area, then stage will increase locally, the peak discharge will decrease (attenuate) as the flood 

wave moves downstream, and the travel time will increase. The hydrodynamic model is calibrated using 

the flow hydrograph for the period of 20 July 2005 to 8 August 2005 as the upstream boundary condition 

and the stage hydrograph from 20 July 2005 to 8 August 2005 as the downstream boundary condition. 

Flow data from 2005 has been used for calibration of Manning's roughness coefficient ‘n’ at a time step of 

24 hours. The flow and stage have been simulated using the daily hydrograph for two months from 20 

July to 8 August 2005. Calibrations have been done using Manning's roughness coefficient for values rang-

ing from 0.015 to 0.040. Subsequently, final control parameters obtained from calibration have been used 

for validation in the Bhima River basin. Manning's roughness coefficient (n)was fixed as 0.025 for the 

main channel, 0.03 for the left floodplain, and 0.035 for the right floodplain. The comparison of observed 

and simulated stage hydrograph at Phulgaon gauging station (Latitude: 18°40'01", Longitude: 74°00'08)3, 

using the specified values of n, are shown in Figure 6. 

 

Fig. 6. Calibrated water level profiles (stages) at Phulgaon gauging station (from 20 July 2005 to 8 August 2005). 

7. Hydrodynamic flow validation 

Model validation involves testing of a model with observed field data. This data set is an independent 

source for channel flow, distinct from the data used to calibrate the model. The calibrated hydraulic model 

has been used to validate the flow for the year 20174. The comparison of observed and simulated flow 

hydrographs at Phulgaon gauging station in the basin is shown in Figure 7. 

 
3 http://cwc.gov.in/sites 
4 http://cwc.gov.in/water-year-book 

http://cwc.gov.in/sites
http://cwc.gov.in/water-year-book


 

Fig. 7. Validation water level profiles (stages) at Phulgaon gauging station (from 20 July 2005 to 8 August 2005). 

8. Model performance evaluation 

Performance of the hydraulic simulation model has been evaluated using the statistical performance indi-

cators coefficient of determination (R2) (Equation 11) and root mean square error (RMSE) (Equation 12). 

The R2 statistic describes the degree of agreement between simulated and measured water levels in the 

analysis. R2 ranges from 0 to 1, with higher values indicating less error variance; typically values greater 

than 0.5 are considered acceptable in flow modeling (Legates, McCabe 1999; Moriasi et al. 2007). 

R2 = 1 –  
sum of squares of errors (SSE)

total sum of squares (SST)
 

R2 = 1 – 
∑ (𝑦𝑖 − ŷ𝑖)²𝑛
𝑖=1

∑ (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦 )²𝑛
𝑖=1

 (11) 

where 𝑦𝑖 – actual/observed data at ith value; ŷ𝑖 – simulated result at ith value; n – total number of data; 𝑦  
– mean value of n data. 

The root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) or root-mean-square error (RMSE) is a commonly used to ex-

press the quantity of the differences between values predicted by a model and the values observed. 

RMSE = √
∑ (𝑋𝑖−𝑋𝑖

−)𝑁
𝑖=1

𝑁
 (12) 

where: ith variable, N – number of data points; 𝑋𝑖 – observed values; 𝑋𝑖
− – simulated values. 

In calibration of the model, the coefficient of determination R2 and lowest root mean square error 

(RMSE) were 0.9568 (Fig. 8) and 0.3099, respectively, which indicate that the simulated river stages are 

close to the observed stages. 



 

Fig. 8. Simulated river stages versus observed river stages. 

9. Concluding remarks 

This paper discusses 1-D hydrodynamic modeling developed using the Hydrologic Engineering Center’s 

River Analysis System (HEC-RAS) and a geographical information system. The model is calibrated for the 

Phulgaon gauging station using the flow hydrograph during 20 July 2005 to 8 August 2005. Calibrations 

and validations for various values of Manning’s roughness coefficient (n) were done, and observed and 

simulated water levels were compared. Values of n = 0.025 for the main channel, 0.03 for the left flood-

plain and 0.035 for the right floodplain gave optimum results for simulated water levels. The hydrodynam-

ic flow model validation has the highest R2 and lowest RMSE. These statistics indicated that the simulated 

values of water levels are in close agreement with the observed value of water levels. hydrodynamic flow 

modelling of the Bhima River basin in India using HEC-RAS demonstrates satisfactory validity for the 

selected values of n. 
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Abstract 

The Cunge-Muskingum routing model is one of the most popular and widely used models for hydrologic channel flood routing. 

The application of Cunge-Muskingum model to an ungauged basin is hindered by the lack of hydro-meteorological data. In the 

present study, a method is proposed to predict the outflow hydrograph of an ungauged basin as a solution to this problem. The 

Cunge-Muskingum method is modified, considering the non-prismatic complex natural channel. The Soil Conservation Service 

Curve Number rainfall-runoff model is employed to obtain the inflow and lateral inflow hydrographs of the ungauged basins, 

and the Modified Cunge-Muskingum model is employed to anticipate the flood hydrograph at the outlet of the ungauged basin. 

The proposed approach is employed to the Kulsi River Basin, India, hypothetically treated as an ungauged basin, and the results 

are compared with the observed data at the outlet of the basin. The performance of the model is evaluated based on RMSE 

(50.34 m3/s), peak flow error (39.73%), peak flow time error (–3.44%), total volume error (7.36%), relative error (7.36%), mean 

absolute error (33.5%), correlation coefficient (0.785), coefficient of efficiency (0.59) and Kling-Gupta efficiency (0.66).The 

results reveal that the proposed Modified Cunge-Muskingum model is an efficient predictor of the flood hydrograph at the outlet 

of the ungauged basin. 
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1. Introduction 

Flood routing is a mechanism to ascertain the timing and magnitude of flow at a point on a watershed 

from known or assumed hydrographs at one or more points upstream (Fread 1981; Tewolde, Smithers 

2006). Hydraulic structures are constructed across the rivers to prevent flood damage. To ensure ample 

protection from floods and to obtain viable solutions to flooding, we required flood routing. Flood 

routing helps in designing a proper hydraulic structure for flood control (Barati 2010). Two main 

approaches, one based on hydrologic routing and the other based on hydraulic routing, are typically used 

to guide flood waves to natural channels. The hydrological method is based on the equation of storage 

continuity, while the hydraulic method is based on the equations of continuity and momentum consisting 

of the Saint-Venant equations (Choudhury et al. 2002; Barati 2010). The outflow hydrograph at the 

downstream location can be estimated using a flood routing model by routing a flood event from an 

upstream gauging station, but in developing countries, most of the basins are ungauged.  

Various simplified routing models were created in the 20th century. Most of these models have been 

successfully applied to rivers and reservoirs (Hashmi 1993). Due to the adequacy and reliable relationship 

https://orcid.org/0000-0001-6081-0003


between their parameters and channel properties, the Muskingum method (McCarthy 1938) and the 

Muskingum-Cunge method (Cunge 1969) are widely adopted and used in flood routing models (Fread 

1983; Haktanir, Ozmen 1997). The Muskingum model investigates a method of parameter estimation to 

determine the weight coefficient X and wave travel time K. Yoo et al. (2017) proposed a methodology to 

determine the Muskingum parameters, using the basin characteristics which represents the inlet and outlet 

of the channel reach. Most of the methods are optimization techniques, including trial and error, 

recession analysis (Yoon, Padmanabhan 1993), least-squares (Al-Humoud, Esen 2006), feasible sequential 

quadratic programming (Kshirsagar et al. 1995), chance-constrained optimization (Das 2004, 2007), 

genetic algorithm (Chen, Yang 2007), particle swarm optimization (Chu, Chang 2009), harmony search 

(Kim et al. 2001), Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno technique (Geem 2006), immune clonal selection 

algorithm (Luo, Xie 2010), and hybrid algorithm (Lu et al. 2007; Yang, Li 2008). However, because they 

need large amounts of observed data, these studies and methods are more applicable to flood routing in 

gauged basins.  

It is difficult to predict flow characteristics in ungauged basins (Sivapalan et al. 2003), because streamflow 

time series are usually not long enough for parameter calibration. Two common ways to address this 

problem are: (a) the use of physically-based models, and (b) regionalization of model parameters 

according to the physical characteristics of basins (Yadav et al. 2007). To improve the prediction accuracy 

of streamflow in an ungauged basin, several regionalization models have been developed, including 

parametric regression, the nearest neighbor method, and the method of hydrological similarity (Li et al. 

2010). Physically-based models are strongly linked to the basin's observed physical characteristics. Many 

physically based distributed hydrological models have been created and used in ungauged basins to 

simulate and predict runoff hydrographs. However, differences in scale, over-parameterization, and 

model structural error remain impediments, and some calibration criteria are generally required. Bharali 

and Misra (2020a-b, 2021) proposed hydraulic routing methods to estimate the flood hydrograph at the 

outlet of the ungauged basin. For flood routing models used in ungauged basins, the relationships 

between physical characteristics and model parameters of gauged basins are useful (Tewolde, Smithers 

2006). Consequently, the modification and interpretation of the Muskingum model's parameters in terms 

of physical properties extends the model's applicability to ungauged basins, as observed by Kundzewicz 

and Strupczewski (1982). 

The Muskingum method is one of the most popular and commonly used hydrologic methods for flood 

routing. McCarthy introduced it in 1938 for management of the Muskingum River basin in Ohio by the 

Army Corps of Engineers (Chow 1959; Henderson 1966; Roberson et al. 1988; Li et al. 2019). The 

original formulation of the method was strictly empirical, with two coefficients that worked together to 

control translation and attenuation. Initially, it was recognized that one of the coefficients, often referred 

to as X, was associated with the weight factor, which had the most significant impact on attenuation, 

whereas the second coefficient, often referred to as K, was related to the time of travel or the translation 



of the wave through the channel. The X coefficient was limited to the range 0 to 0.5, and to estimate it 

from calibration data, graphical techniques were developed (Roberson et al. 1988; Fenton 2019). 

Long-term discharge observations are usually not available at the appropriate location, and, for various 

reasons, these records often contain missing data. As a result, many hydrological models have been 

developed to obtain runoff from rainfall due to the easy availability of rainfall data for longer periods at 

various locations (Singh, McCann 1980; Singh, Frevert 2005). The Soil Conservation Service Curve 

Number (SCS-CN) model has been widely used to calculate surface runoff. A theoretical framework for 

validating the SCS method has been provided (Yu 1998). Yu (2012) showed that the proportionality in the 

SCS equation would follow retention and runoff if the temporal distribution of rainfall intensity and 

spatial distribution of the highest infiltration rate were independent and illustrated by an exponential 

probability distribution. In particular, 'Yu' demonstrated that the highest retention S could be seen as the 

product of the highest average infiltration rate and effective rainfall duration. Changes were made to the 

original SCS-CN method by replacing (P – Ia) with 0.5*(P – Ia) (Mishra, Singh 1999). They made 

comparisons between the current SCS-CN system and the proposed modification, and the new version 

was found to be more reliable than the existing version. The flood prediction was carried out using the 

curve number method in the geographical information system (GIS) at the North Karun River field 

(Akhondi 2001).  

The current SCS-CN method was modified and named the MS model by Mishra et al. (2004); the 

proposed model was based on the SCS-CN method and also incorporated the antecedent moisture while 

calculating the direct surface runoff. The modified version was evaluated and compared with the existing 

SCS-CN method, with the observation that the modified MS model's performance was much better than 

the existing SCS-CN model. In 2005, by considering a large set of rainfall-run-off events, they used the 

MS model with its eight variants in the field and revealed that the performance of the current version of 

the SCS-CN method was remarkably poor compared to all model variants. To increase the applicability of 

the model for complex watersheds with high temporal and spatial variability of soil and land use, some 

researchers have incorporated the SCS-CN model into the GIS/RS system (Zhan, Huang 2004; Geetha et 

al. 2007). Many researchers have used the GIS technique to determine curve numbers and quantities of 

runoff in different world regions. Using the SCS-CN based unit hydrograph method, Reshma et al. (2010) 

proposed a hydrological model to simulate runoff from the sub-watershed. They also developed another 

hydrological model using the Muskingum-Cunge technique to route the runoff from sub-watersheds to 

the outlet of watersheds. Few mechanisms are used to estimate the spatial differences in hydrological 

parameters, namely remote sensing and GIS techniques, and it has been found that the developed model 

has correctly simulated runoff hydrographs at the outlet of the watershed. Zlatanovic and Gavric (2013) 

computed the morphometric properties for each catchment, first using the topographical map manually, 

and then automatically using pre-processed DEM based on SRTM data and scripting capabilities of GIS. 

The conversion of excess rainfall into direct runoff was triggered using a modified SCS dimensionless unit 



hydrograph, and the flow rates obtained by the automated method proved to be slightly higher than that 

obtained manually. 

Xiao et al. (2011) studied the applicability of the SCS-CN model to a small watershed with high spatial 

variability on the Loess Plateau, China. By using the inverse method, they scaled the most suitable Ia/S 

values. A modification was made to the value of Ia/S to ensure that the model yielded the best 

performance; this ratio was traditionally set at 0.2. This value of the initial abstraction ratio was eventually 

assumed for the runoff estimate. They found that when Ia/S was between 0.15 and 0.30, the relative error 

was almost constant, but when it was less than 0.15, the relative error rapidly decreased with the increase 

in Ia/S. Gupta et al. (2012) changed the SCS-CN method to correct it for steep slopes to overcome the 

slope limitations of the SCS-CN method. Antecedent moisture has been included using the Mishra. et al. 

(2005) approach. There should also be two essential components in a hydrological model of runoff 

modeling, namely, runoff generation and runoff routing. The SCS-CN is a static model and does not take 

account of the runoff routing phase. Gupta et al. (2012) used a hybrid technique that combined a 

modified version of SCS-CN with a physically distributed two-dimensional (2D) overland flow model to 

extend SCS-CN to account for the runoff routing stage. 

Soulis and Valiantzas (2012) proposed two CN systems by considering a theoretical analysis of SCS-CN. 

Based on a systematic investigation using synthetic data, and a detailed case study, they conclude that the 

correlation between the calculated CN values and the depth of rainfall in a watershed can be attributed to 

the watershed's land cover and soil's spatial variability. Therefore, the two proposed CN systems can 

adequately describe the changes in CN rainfall observed in natural watersheds. Assumptions of 

proportionality of the SCS method have been examined to validate the foundation of the method (Yu 

2012). It was found that the product of effective storm duration and maximum infiltration rate is a good 

predictor of maximum retention parameters in SCS. This interpretation provides an effective method for 

determining the extent of storm runoff, which predicts runoff volume and peak runoff. In order to 

quantitatively study and forecast the runoff outcome caused by precipitation, Panahi (2013) performed a 

scientific evaluation analysis and proposed a model for estimating runoff and obtaining potential sites of 

study area runoff production using experimental methods. For precision and effectiveness, an 

experimental version of SCS-CN was used. The potential of the region's runoff production was 

determined through the preparation of the CN. 

In the present study, the Cunge-Muskingum method is modified, considering both temporal and spatial 

variation, to predict the outflow hydrograph at the outlet of an ungauged basin. In the modified Cunge-

Muskingum method, lateral inflows are considered. The inflow and the lateral inflows are obtained using 

the SCS-CN rainfall-runoff model. The proposed Modified Cunge-Muskingum method is employed in 

the Kulsi River Basin, northeast India, and the results obtained are compared with the observed data. 

2. Study area and database 



2.1. Study area 

In this study, the Kulsi River Basin, a part of the Brahmaputra sub-basin, was selected and was treated as 

a hypothetically ungauged basin. A total area of 2822.99 km2 drains through the Kulsi River Basin, 

covering the Kamrup District of Assam, the Western Khasi Hills, and the Ri Bhoi district of Meghalaya in 

northeast India. Because of its strategic location (encompassing two states in northeast India) and the fact 

that the region experiences large floods, the basin is an ideal target for flood routing. The study area is 

situated on the south bank of the mighty Brahmaputra River. It is located at latitudes 25°30'N to 26°10'N 

and longitudes 89°50'E to 91°50'E (Fig. 1).  

 

Fig. 1. Location of Kulsi River Watershed. 

2.2. Data 

Daily rainfall data for 2010 were collected from the Indian Metrological Department (IMD), Guwahati. 

Daily discharge data for 2010 at the basin outlet were collected from the National Institute of Hydrology, 

Guwahati. Digital elevation models (DEM) are being widely used for watershed delineation, extraction of 

stream networks, and characterization of watershed topography (elevation map, slope map, and aspect 

map) by using a watershed delineation tool in ArcGIS software. The DEM used in this project was 

collected from CartoSat 1_V3_R1. CartoDEM version_3R1 is a national DEM developed by the Indian 

Space Research Organization (ISRO) with the accuracy of 3.6-4 m (RMSE). CartoDEM version_3R1 has 

resolution of 30.87 m × 30.87 m (or 1 arc sec). For the delineation of the Kulsi River Watershed, the 

GeotiffCartoDEMs are ng46g, ng46h, ng46m, and ng46n. In this study, soil data were obtained from the 

Harmonized World Soil Database v 1.2 of the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) soil portal. The 

Kulsi River Watershed soil texture consists of clay loam, loam, and sandy loam. The study area's soils are 

categorized into four hydrological classifications (A, B, C, and D) depending on the infiltration rate and 

other traits. The important soil features affecting the hydrological classification of soils are effective depth 



of soil, average clay content, infiltration rate, and the soil's absorbing capacity. Group A is low runoff 

potential, Group B is moderately low runoff potential, Group C is moderately high runoff potential, and 

Group D is high runoff potential. 

2.3. Land Use and Land Cover (LULC) 

The LULC for the Kulsi River Watershed was developed by Maximum Likelihood Supervised Image 

Classification as per the required class sample using ArcGIS 10.1 software. A Linear Imaging Self 

Scanning Sensor (LISS)-III Satellite image is used in this project to perform supervised image 

classification. The LISS-III image operates in three spectral bands in Visible and Near Infrared (VNIR) 

and one band in Short Wave Infrared (SWIR) with 23.5 m spatial resolution and a swath of 141 km. The 

LISS-III image was downloaded from Bhuvan. 

2.4. Sub-Basins of Kulsi River Basin 

Eight lateral inflows have been identified as contributing to the mainstem Kulsi River. Sub-basins for 

lateral inflows are delineated using ArcGIS 10.1, and the details of each sub-basin are presented in Table 

1.  

2.5. Rainfall data distribution 

Rainfall distribution over the study area was estimated by the interpolation method using ArcGIS 

software. Inverse Distance Weighted (IDW), Kriging, and Spline are the three general methods available 

in Arc GIS 10.1 for interpolation. In this study, the IDW method was used for rainfall interpolation as 

IDW is the best for the point data format. 

The field rainfall data is collected from seven numbered rain gauge stations around the Kulsi Watershed. 

In 2010, the month of June experienced a maximum amount of rainfall. For this study, daily rainfall for 

the month of June 2010 is distributed over the study area using IDW using ArcGIS 10.1. The minimum 

and maximum daily rainfall data for the month of June are presented in Figure 2.  

 

Fig. 2. Rainfall Data over Kulsi River Watershed. 

3. Methodology 

3.1. SCS-CN method 

In this study, SCS-CN is used as a rainfall-runoff model to obtain an inflow hydrograph upstream of the 



ungauged basin. This method is a simple, predictable, and stable conceptual technique for estimating 

direct runoff depth based on storm precipitation depth. It relies on only one parameter, the Curve 

Number (CN). Currently, it is a well-established method, having been widely accepted for use in India 

and many other countries.  

The SCS-CN method is based on the water balance equation and two fundamental hypotheses. The first 

hypothesis is that the ratio of the amount of direct surface runoff Q to the total precipitation P (or 

maximum potential surface runoff) is equal to the ratio of the amount of infiltration Fc to the amount of 

the maximum potential retention S. The second hypothesis is that the initial abstraction Ia is some 

fraction of the maximum potential retention ‘S’ (Subramanya 2008). 

Water balance equation: 

P = Ia + Fc + Q (1) 

Proportional equality hypothesis: 

𝑄

(𝑃−𝐼𝑎)
=

𝐹𝑐

𝑆
 (2) 

Ia is some fraction of the potential maximum retention (S):  

Ia = λS (3) 

where: P is the total precipitation; Ia the initial abstraction; Fc the cumulative infiltration excluding Ia; Q 

the direct surface runoff; S the potential maximum retention or infiltration, and λ the regional parameter 

dependent on geological and climatic factors (0.1 < λ < 0.3). 

Solving Equation (2): 

𝑄 = 
(𝑃− 𝑙𝑎)2

𝑃−𝑙𝑎 + 𝑆
  if P > Ia, otherwise Q = 0 (4) 

𝑄 =
(𝑃−λ𝑆)2

𝑃− (λ−1) 𝑆
 (5) 

By analyzing the rainfall and runoff data from small experimental watersheds, the relationship between Ia 

and S was established and expressed as Ia = 0.2S. Combining the water balance equation and 

proportional equality hypothesis; the SCS-CN method is represented as: 

𝑄 =
(𝑃 − 0.2𝑆)2

𝑃 + 0.8𝑆
 (6) 

A Curve Number (CN), which is a function of land use, land treatments, soil type, and antecedent 



moisture condition of the watershed, is correlated with the potential maximum retention storage S of the 

watershed. The Curve Number is dimensionless and ranges from 0 to 100 in magnitude. Using equation 

(7), the S-value can be obtained from CN in mm. 

𝑆 =
25400

𝐶𝑁
− 254 (7) 

3.1.1. Curve Number (CN) 

The hydrological classification is adopted in the determination of CN. Based on the infiltration and other 

characteristics, soils are classified into classes A, B, C, and D in order of increasing runoff potential. 

Effective soil depth, average clay content, infiltration characteristics, and permeability are the important 

soil characteristics which influence the hydrological classification of soils. In this study, the variation of 

curve number for various land conditions and for different hydrological classification is obtained from 

Chow et al. (1988). 

3.2. Modified Cunge-Muskingum method 

Cunge (1969) proposed the Cunge-Muskingum method based on the Muskingum method, a method 

traditionally applied to linear hydrologic storage routing. Referring to the time-space computational grid 

shown in Figure 3, the Muskingum routing equation is modified and written as equation (8), for the 

discharge at x = (i + 1)∆x and t = (j + 1)∆t:  

𝑄𝑖+1
𝑗+1

 = C0𝑄𝑖
𝑗+1

 + C1𝑄𝑖
𝑗
 + C2𝑄𝑖+1

𝑗
 (8) 

Where C0, C1, and C2 are the routing coefficients.  

C0 = (∆t + 2KX)/m (9) 

C1 = (∆t – 2KX)/m (10) 

C2 = [2K(1 – X) – ∆t]/m (11) 

where m = [2K(1 – X) + ∆t] (12) 



 
Fig. 3. Time-Space computational grid for the proposed model. 

In equation (9) through (11), K is a storage constant having dimensions of time and X is a factor 

expressing the relative influence of inflow on storage levels. Equation 8 gives an approximate solution of 

a modified diffusion equation: 

K = 
∆𝑥

𝑐𝑘
=  

∆𝑥

𝑑𝑄/𝑑𝐴
 (13) 

X = 
1

2
1 − (

𝑄

𝐵𝑐𝑘𝑆0∆𝑥
) (14) 

Where ck is the celerity of wave corresponding to Q and B, and B is the top width of the surface water. 

Cunge (1969) showed that for numerical stability, it is required that 0 ≤ X ≤ 1/2. Figure 4 shows the 

procedure for the modified Cunge-Muskingum method adopted in the present study. 

 
Fig. 4. Flowchart for the Modified Cunge-Muskingum method. 

4. Results and discussion 



4.1. SCS-CN Rainfall-Runoff Model in the Kulsi River Basin 

Flood routing is a process to determine the outflow hydrograph at a point on a watercourse from the 

known inflow hydrograph at the upstream gauged station. The flood routing process is difficult in 

ungauged basins due to a lack of data. In this study, the SCS-CN model is used to obtain the inflow 

hydrograph at the upstream section (Ukiam Dam Site). Similarly, the lateral inflows of the eight sub-

basins contributing to the Kulsi River are also obtained by SCS-CN. The runoff discharge hydrograph for 

each sub-basin is presented in Figure 5. The figure shows that the peak runoff discharge for each sub-

basin occurred on 28 June, 2010. Sub-basin C shows a maximum peak discharge of 95.35 m3/s, whereas 

sub-basin H shows a minimum peak discharge of 4.31 m3/s. It is also observed that all the lateral inflow 

hydrographs follow the same trend. 

 

Fig. 5. Inflow hydrographs of Kulsi River Sub-basins. 

4.2. Criteria for evaluation of model performance 

The following criteria were used to evaluate the performance of the model: 

1). In order to compare the proposed model output to the data observed, the criteria for making such a 

comparison must first be identified (Green, Stephenson 1985). In the present study, the difference 

between the observed and the computed hydrograph was analyzed by root-mean-square error (RMSE). 

The RMSE evaluates the magnitude of the error in the computed hydrographs (O'Donnell 1985; Schulze 

et al. 1995) and is given by: 

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √∑ (𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 − 𝑄𝑜𝑏𝑠)
2𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑛
, i = 1, 2, 3, …, n (15) 

In this equation, Qcomp represents the computed outflow, and Qobs represents the observed outflow. 

2). The criterion for the difference between computed and observed peak discharge (Epeak) (Green, 

Stephenson 1985) is given by: 

Epeak = 
𝑄𝑝,𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝− 𝑄𝑝,𝑜𝑏𝑠

𝑄𝑝,𝑜𝑏𝑠
 · 100 (16) 



The above equation shows the percentage of error in the peak discharge. In the present study, the peak 

flood discharge at the outlet of the basin obtained from the computed flood hydrograph was compared 

with the observed flood hydrograph. In equation 16, Qp,comp is the computed peak flows in m3/s, and 

Qp,obs is the observed peak flows in m3/s. 

3). The criterion for the difference between computed and observed peak discharge time (Etime) is given 
by: 

Etime = 
𝑡𝑝,𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝− 𝑡𝑝,𝑜𝑏𝑠

𝑡𝑝,𝑜𝑏𝑠
 · 100 (17) 

The above equation shows the percentage of error in peak discharge time. In the present study, the peak 

flow time for the computed and observed flood hydrograph was compared. In the above-mentioned 

equation, tp,comp is the time taken by the computed hydrograph to reach the peak flow in hours, and Qp,obs 

is the time taken by the observed hydrograph to reach the peak flow in hours. 

4). The criterion for the difference between the computed and observed total volume (Evolume) is given by: 

Evolume = 
𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝− 𝑉𝑜𝑏𝑠

𝑉𝑜𝑏𝑠
 · 100 (18) 

The above equation shows the percentage of error in the total volume of the computed hydrograph. In 

the present study, the total volume was compared for computed and observed flood hydrographs. In the 

above-mentioned equation, Vcomp is the total volume of the computed hydrograph in m3 and Vobs is the 

total volume of the observed hydrograph in m3. 

5). Relative error (RE) is given by: 

𝑅𝐸 =
⎸𝑄𝑜−𝑄𝑝 ⎸

𝑄𝑜
 · 100% (19) 

The above equation shows the relative error in percentage. In the above-mentioned equation, Qo is the 

observed data at the time t and Qp is the predicted value at the time t. The relative error is used to 

determine the percentage of samples belonging to one of the three groups (Corzo, Solomatine 2007): 

− RE ≤ 15%  low relative error 

− 15% < RE ≤35% medium error 

− RE > 35%   high error 

6). Mean absolute error (MAE) (Cheng et al. 2017) is given by: 

𝑀𝐴𝐸 =
1

𝑛
∑ ⎸𝑄𝑜 − 𝑄𝑝 ⎸ 𝑛

𝑖=1  (20) 

In the above-mentioned equation n is the number of samples, Qo is the observed data at the time t, and 

Qp is the predicted value at the time t. 



7). Correlation coefficient (r) is given by: 

𝑟 =
∑ (𝑄𝑜−𝑄𝑚)(𝑄𝑝−𝑄𝑚𝑝)𝑛

𝑖=1

√∑ (𝑄𝑜−𝑄𝑚)2𝑛
𝑖=1 √∑ (𝑄𝑝−𝑄𝑚𝑝)2𝑛

𝑖=1

 (21) 

In the above-mentioned equation n is the number of samples, Qo is the observed discharge at the time t, 

Qp is the predicted discharge at the time t, Qmp is the mean of predicted discharge, and Qm is the mean of 

observed discharge. 

8). Coefficient of efficiency (CE) (Nash, Sutcliffe 1970) is given by: 

𝐶𝐸 = 1 − [
∑ (𝑄𝑜−𝑄𝑝)2𝑛

𝑖=1

∑ (𝑄𝑜−𝑄𝑚)2𝑛
𝑖=1

] (22) 

In the above-mentioned equation n is the number of samples, Qo is the observed data at the time t and 

Qp is the predicted value at the time t, and Qm is the mean of observed discharge. Moriasi et al. (2007) 

recommended the following model performance ratings: 

− CE ≤ 0.50  unsatisfactory 

− 0.50 < CE ≤ 0.65 satisfactory 

− 0.65< CE ≤ 0.75 good 

− 0.75 < CE ≤ 1 very good 

9). Kling-Gupta efficiency (KGE ). 

Gupta et al. (2009) developed this goodness-of-fit measure to provide a diagnostically interesting 

decomposition of the efficiency of Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency, which facilitates the analysis of the relative 

importance of its various components. In the context of the hydrological modelling Kling et al. (2012), 

proposed a revised version of this index to ensure that the bias and variability ratios are not cross-

correlated. 

𝐾𝐺𝐸 = 1 − [√(𝐶𝐶 − 1)2 + (
𝑐𝑑

𝑟𝑑
− 1)2 + (

𝑐𝑚

𝑟𝑚
− 1)2 ] (23) 

where: CC is the Pearson correlation coefficient; rm is the average of observed values; cm is the average 

of predicted values; rd is the standard deviation of observation values; and cd is the standard deviation of 

predicted values. Rogelis et al. (2016) consider model performance to be ‘poor’ for 0.5 > KGE > 0. 

Schönfelder et al. (2017) consider negative KGE values as 'not satisfactory.' 

4.3. Application of the Modified Cunge-Muskingum method in the Kulsi River Basin 

The method was coded in MATLAB software and the Cunge-Muskingum parameters K and X were 

determined. The computed outflow hydrograph using the proposed model and the observed data 



(hydrograph) collected from the National Institute of Hydrology (NIH), Guwahati, are presented in 

Figure 6. From the figure, it can be seen that the shape of the computed outflow hydrograph is very 

much similar to that of the observed data at the outlet of the Kulsi River Basin. 

The quantitative comparison of the proposed model with the observed data is presented in Table 2. From 

the table, the computed peak outflow was on the 28th day, 24 hr prior to the observed peak outflow. The 

computed peak outflow discharge was greater than the observed outflow discharge. The computed peak 

discharge was 370.53 m3/s, whereas the observed peak discharge was 265.17 m3/s. The performance of 

the model is evaluated by nine different criteria, with results presented in Table 2. 

 

Fig. 6. Comparison graph of the observed outflow and the calculated outflow at the Kulsi River outlet for the 

Cunge-Muskingum method. 

Table 1. Details of the sub-basins of the study area. 

Parameters 
Sub-Basin 
I 

Sub-Basin 
H 

Sub-Basin 
G 

Sub-Basin 
F 

Sub-Basin 
E 

Sub-Basin 
D 

Sub-Basin 
C 

Sub-Basin 
B 

Sub-Basin 
A 

Area [km2] 1180.3 8.97 63.15 385.57 274.25 101.24 485.67 26.77 30.43 

Agricultural 
area [km2] 

6.63 8.63 49.03 37.33 43.3 13.01 112 3.34 1.16 

Open space 
area [km2] 

0.12 0.07 0.83 14.26 10.36 2.36 56.79 0.05 0.73 

Open forest 
area [km2] 

93.7 -- 0.52 34.88 42.11 18.81 48.70 7.21 3.08 

Dense forest 
area [km2] 

1076.78 -- 0.006 272 135.72 49.48 200.92 14.19 24.62 

Residential area 
[km2] 

3.12 0.25 12.76 27.1 42.76 17.57 67.21 1.97 0.81 

Hydrological 
Classification 

A, D B B A, B, D A, B, D B, D A, B, D B, D D 

Curve Number 
(CN) 

52.3 80.6 78.8 57.9 62.1 72.5 63.8 71.8 78.5 

4.4. Sensitivity analyses 

The significance of sensitivity studies in modelling is generally acknowledged. Sensitivity analyses allow 

for the evaluation of the consequences of input errors, and the sensitivity of model parameters relative to 

other parameters allows for an understanding of the significance of the corresponding inputs (Akbari, 

Barati 2012). 

The Kulsi River Basin was selected to test the sensitivity of the input variables on the output of the 

proposed model. For this purpose, the upstream hydrograph must be developed for the upstream 



boundary condition. Figure 7 shows the upstream hydrograph generated in this study using SCS-CN. The 

sensitivity of the proposed model was determined by varying individual input parameters such as river 

length, roughness coefficient, bed slope, inflow peak discharge, channel width, and then evaluating the 

effects on outflow peak discharge, time to peak, velocity, depth corresponding to peak discharge, and 

volume of the hydrograph. 

 

Fig. 7. Upstream hydrographs for Kulsi River used in sensitivity analysis. 

Sensitivity analysis requires basic values for the parameters, which are then adjusted within a given range; 

the model variance is evaluated for each set of parameter values. Table 3 shows the range of parameter 

variations based on the features of the Kulsi River and the uncertainty of the model's input parameters. 

The Sensitivity Index SI (percent) is used for a comprehensive analysis of the impact of changing input 

parameters on output outcomes in an ungauged basin. 

𝑆𝐼 =

(𝑂2−𝑂1)
(𝑂2+𝑂1)⁄

(𝐼2−𝐼1)
(𝐼2+𝐼1)⁄

 · 100, (Akbari, Barati 2012) (24) 

Where I1 and I2 are the smallest and largest values of input parameters, and O1 and O2 are output values 

corresponding to I1 and I2, respectively. SI is used to compare parameter sensitivities. A negative SI 

indicates an inverse relationship between input and output parameters (i.e., the output value of the model 

decreases as the input value increases) (Akbari, Barati 2012). The results of the performance of varied 

input parameters are presented in Table.4. The SI values for the proposed model were evaluated based on 

changing one input parameter and evaluating the effect on the selected output result (Table 5). The 

effects of variations in river length L, roughness n, and bed slope S0 on the output hydrographs are 

illustrated in Figures 8 to 10, respectively. The figures indicate that river length is the most influential 

parameter with regard to the shape of the output hydrograph. 

Table 2. Comparison of the performance of the proposed model with the observed data at the outlet of the Kulsi 

River Basin. 

Evaluation Criteria Units 
Modified Cunge 
Muskingum 
method 

Remarks 



Root Mean Square Error 

(RMSE) 
m3/s 50.34 -- 

Peak Flow Error (Epeak) % 39.73 -- 

Peak Flow Time Error (Etime) % -3.44 -- 

Total Volume Error (Evolume) % 7.36 -- 

Relative Error (RE) % 33.5 Medium error 

Mean Absolute Error (MAE) -- 31.57 -- 

Correlation coefficient (r) -- 0.785 -- 

Coefficient of efficiency (CE) -- 0.59 Satisfactory 

Kling-Gupta efficiency (KGE) -- 0.66 Not poor 

Table 3. Values of parameters for sensitivity analysis of the Modified Cunge-Muskingum method. 

Parameters 
Peak flow 
[m3/s] 

Length 
[km] 

Roughness 
[S/m.^(1/3)] 

Bed Slope 
[m/km] 

Lower bound 48.44 5 0.03 2 

Base Value 84.74 15 0.035 3 

Upper bound 95.35 30 0.04 5 

Table 4. Performance of the different input parameters. 

Parameter Bound 
Time to 
Peak [h] 

Peak 
Outflow 
[m3/s] 

Velocity 
[m/s] 

Depth 
[m] 

Volume 
[cubic meter] 

Roughness 
Coefficient 

Lower 672 76.02 0.22 5.10 1765.90 

Base 672 75.47 0.20 5.66 1684.20 

Upper 672 75.17 0.18 6.21 1608.90 

Bed Slope 

Lower 672 76.42 0.24 4.75 1811.10 

Base 672 76.66 0.25 4.58 1816.40 

Upper 671 77.60 0.29 3.98 1825.10 

Peak flow 

Lower 672 42.13 0.14 4.46 1012.70 

Base 672 76.02 0.19 5.08 1765.90 

Upper 672 88.09 0.22 5.78 2937.30 

River Length 

Lower 671 79.18 0.23 5.17 1992.30 

Base 672 76.02 0.22 5.09 1989.90 

Upper 673 70.68 0.22 5.07 1980.90 

Table 5. Values of sensitivity index [%]. 

  
Peak 
Inflow 

Roughness 
Coefficient 

Bed 
Slope 

River 
Length 

Peak outflow 108.18 –3.94 1.78 –7.94 

Time of Peak 0.00 0.00 –0.17 0.21 

Volume 149.35 –32.56 0.90 –0.40 

Depth 39.54 68.70 –20.77 –1.34 

Velocity 71.76 –73.36 22.56 –1.86 

Table 6. Sensitivity rankings of the inputs to the MDWMP: P, peak inflow; n, roughness coefficient; L, river length; 

S, bed slope. 

Order of 
importance 

Peak 
outflow 

Time to 
peak 

Volume Depth Velocity 
All 
parameters 



1 P L P n n P 

2 L n n P P n 

3 n  -- S S S S 

4 S  -- L L L L 

 

 

Fig. 8. Effect of variation in river length on outflow hydrograph. 

 

Fig. 9. Effect of variation of roughness on outflow hydrograph. 

 

Fig. 10. Effect of variation of bed slope on outflow hydrograph. 

4.4.1. Discussion of results 

Sensitivity index 

Based on the Modified Cunge-Muskingum method sensitivity assessments, this section highlights the 

relevant input parameters for each of the output outcomes. Table 6 shows the result of the parameter 

importance rankings. 



According to the SI findings for peak outflow, the following parameters are ranked in order of 

importance: peak inflow, river length, roughness coefficient, and bed slope. Although the SI of the peak 

outflow is modest for bed slope, it is substantial for the other parameters. According to the sensitivity 

index, the peak discharge has an inverse connection with the roughness coefficient and river length. 

The SI results for the period of peak show that river length and bed slope are the most important 

parameters. For peak inflow and roughness coefficient, however, the SI of the peak time is insignificant. 

In contrast to the bed slope, the river length has a direct relationship with the time of the peak. The SI 

results show that peak input, roughness coefficient, bed slope, and river length are the most important 

parameters for flood volume. In contrast to the roughness coefficient and river length, the peak inflow 

and bed slope have a direct connection with volume. The SI results show that the roughness coefficient, 

peak inflow, bed slope, and river length are the most important parameters for the depth corresponding 

to the peak discharge. The peak inflow and roughness coefficient, unlike the other parameters, have a 

direct connection with depth. The SI findings for the velocity corresponding to the peak discharge show 

that the following parameters are ranked in order of importance: roughness coefficient, peak inflow, bed 

slope, and river length. Peak inflow and bed slope were shown to have a direct connection with velocity, 

but roughness coefficient and river length had an inverse association with velocity. 

If all output parameters are considered at the same time, the rankings of parameters important for the 

absolute SI mean are peak inflow (73.76%), roughness coefficient (35.71%), bed slope (9.24%), and river 

length (2.34%). The strongest effects of the input parameter related to flood characteristics (i.e., peak 

inflow) are on the volume of the floods and peak outflow, and the strongest effects of the input 

parameter related to bed surface (i.e., bed slope) are on the velocity and depth, according to the analysis 

of the SI values. The peak outflow, velocity, and depth are the most affected by the input parameters 

relating to river geometry (i.e. river length). 

Effect of grid size 

Numerical tests are used to examine the impacts of grid size (i.e., space and time steps) on the output 

results in terms of the dimensionless peak discharge. The impacts of changing time and spatial steps on 

the proposed model's performance were explored in these experiments. This method was carried out 

using the inflow hydrograph at the Kulsi River's entrance. Figures 11 and 12 show variations in the peak 

of the outflow hydrograph ordinate Qpo, which was dimensionless, and the peak of the inflow hydrograph 

ordinate Qpi with variations in space and time steps. 



 

Fig. 11. Effect of variation in space step on dimensionless peak discharge. 

 

Fig. 12. Effect of variation in time step on dimensionless peak discharge. 

Both the space step and the time step with the peak discharge were found to have a linear connection 

with a high correlation coefficient. Based on the numerical data, it can be said that differences in time step 

have only a little influence on peak discharge and have no effect on time to peak. The effects of changes 

in the space step on the peak discharge are more substantial than the impacts of variations in the time 

step. 

5. Conclusion 

In the present study, the inflow hydrograph and lateral inflow hydrographs of the Kulsi River Basin are 

obtained using the SCS-CN rainfall-runoff model. The modified Cunge-Muskingum model is employed 

to anticipate the outflow hydrograph at the outlet of the Kulsi River Basin. One of the advantages of the 

proposed approach is that the outflow hydrograph is obtained through a linear algebraic equation instead 

of a finite difference scheme or characteristic approximation. This allows the entire hydrograph to be 

obtained at the required cross-section, whereas in the other models, requiring a solution over the entire 

length of the channel for each time step. The modified Cunge-Muskingum method allows more flexibility 

to choose time and space increments for the computations. The results obtained by using the proposed 

model shows good agreement between the computed and observed outflow hydrograph at the outlet of 

the Kulsi River Basin. The performance of the model is also assessed considering nine statistical 

parameters namely RMSE (50.34 m3/s), peak flow error (39.73%), peak flow time error (–3.44%), total 

volume error (7.36%), relative error (7.36%), mean absolute error (33.5%), correlation coefficient (0.785), 



Coefficient of efficiency (0.59) and Kling-Gupta efficiency (0.66). Based on the performance of the 

proposed model, it is concluded that the model can be efficiently used to predict the outflow hydrograph 

in an ungauged basin. A sensitivity analysis of the proposed model was performed to understand the 

reliability of the computed outputs in order to make effective decisions when developing a model to 

simulate the natural process. This study demonstrated that in the selection of input parameters, 

parameters with a high sensitivity index (SI) must be identified. The impact of grid size on output 

outcomes has also been studied. The results demonstrate that differences in space step have a greater 

influence on peak discharge than variations in time step. Some of the improvements which can be 

incorporated in the proposed model are summarized below. 

1). In the present study an established mathematical equation is used for estimating the Muskingum 

Coefficient. Linear programming, genetic algorithms, fuzzy inference system, radial basis function, and 

other advanced neurocomputing techniques can be explored to improve the performance of the 

proposed model. 

2). The present study employed rainfall of June 2010. More rainfall events may be analyzed as and when 

sufficient data become available to make the forecasting more robust and reliable. 

3). The proposed model can be improved by using the modified SCS-CN method as a rainfall-runoff 

model. 
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Air temperature in high-altitude areas as exemplified by the Tatra Mountains 
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Abstract 

The climate of a high-altitude postglacial cirque, such as Kozia Dolinka, is conducive to the occurrence of permafrost. Both the 

depth of permafrost and the area it covers, as well as the presence of year-round snow patches, can serve as indicators for as-

sessing the impact of global warming on the climate of mountains, including the Tatras. With few meteorological stations to sur-

vey the remote and inaccessible high-altitude areas of the Tatra Mountains, any research must rely on measurements spanning 

limited time periods. Against this background, the 5-year series of temperature measurements from the Kozia Dolinka cirque ob-

tained by the Institute of Geography and Spatial Organization of the Polish Academy of Sciences (IGiPZ PAN) can be used to 

analyze air temperature patterns on concave and convex terrain forms in the alpine climate zone if compared to the results of 

measurements from stations of the State Hydrological and Meteorological Service located nearby, i.e. the Kasprowy Wierch High-

Mountain Meteorological Observatory and the Hala Gąsienicowa Nival Research Station of the Institute of Meteorology and Wa-

ter Management, National Research Institute (IMGW-PIB). This study confirms that there is a relationship between air tempera-

ture and the formation and duration of snow cover on concave and convex terrain forms. It also reveals a hitherto unknown fact 

that concave terrain forms, i.e. postglacial cirques, of the alpine zone have milder thermal conditions in winter than convex terrain 

forms. The analyses highlight the need for further, more detailed research using modern automated meteorological stations. 
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1. Introduction 

The last Tatra glaciers were small glaciers situated in, and often hanging, postglacial cirques at high alti-

tudes (Fig. 1, 3) and melted at the end of the Venediger period, i.e. about 8.3 ka BP (Baumgart-Kotarba, 

Kotarba 2001a-b). Currently, these cirques only contain glacierets and perennial or seasonal snow patches 

(e.g. Gadomski 1926; Wdowiak 1959, 1961a-b; Kondracki 1978; Jania 1988; Wiślińscy 1991, 1993; Kędzia 

1993; Gądek 2002). In some of them, e.g. the Kozia Dolinka cirque, the presence of permafrost has been 

found (e.g. Kędzia et al. 1998; Mościcki, Kędzia 2001; Kędzia 2004). Glacierets and perennial snow 

patches are mainly supplied by avalanches and the transportation of snow from rock faces by the wind. 

Altitude and shading also play a role in contributing to permafrost. Although research on perennial snow 

patches has been conducted for at least 70 years (Milata 1949) and that on permafrost for about 25 years 

(Dobiński 1996a-c), measurements of air temperature in high-altitude cirques are rare. A short series of air 

temperature measurements were recorded in the Kozia Dolinka valley in the 1960s by Hess and his stu-

dents (Kłapa 1963). In the following years, research into the microclimate, this time of the 

Mięguszowiecki Kocioł cirque, was conducted by geographers from the University of Warsaw Scientific 

Society (Gutry-Korycka 1967; Wdowiak 1961a-b), followed by Lublin geographers under the leadership of 



 

 

Wiśliński (Wiślińscy 1991). However, there are no known publications by these authors which compare 

the temperature of postglacial cirques with convex forms located at similar altitudes (e.g. Kasprowy 

Wierch High-Mountain Meteorological Observatory). Only Hess (1965) found that large-scale concave 

forms, such as intramontane basins, have a lower average annual temperature (by about 1ºC) than convex 

forms at a similar altitude. When investigating the climatic conditions of patches of permanent snow in 

1991, Kędzia (1993) completed two several-day series of measurements of air temperature in the Kocioł 

Mięguszowiecki cirque and compared them with data from the Kasprowy Wierch High-Mountain Meteor-

ological Observatory. He found that in the absence of clouds in the morning, when direct radiation 

reached the bottom of the cirque, the air temperature in the cirque was higher than that recorded on 

Kasprowy Wierch. The Kocioł Mięguszowiecki cirque was also warmer than Kasprowy Wierch at times of 

persistence of high or complete cloud cover and moderate or strong wind. In the remaining times of the 

day, air temperature in the cirque in question was lower than that on Kasprowy Wierch. The air tempera-

ture in the Kocioł Mięguszowiecki cirque was also strongly influenced by three patches of firn ice (Kędzia 

1993). In 2011, Gądek initiated air temperature measurements in the Kocioł Mięguszowiecki cirque (oral 

information in 2019), but no study of these measurements has been released to date. In 2004, Mościcki 

(2010a-b) began measuring air temperatures in the Kozia Dolinka and Świnicki Kocioł cirques. Unfortu-

nately, owing to the non-standard measurement method employed (at a height of below 2 m), it cannot be 

compared with other measurements, which are typically taken at 2 m above the ground. 

 

Fig. 1. Tatra Mountains in Europe. 

The climate of a high-altitude postglacial cirque, such as Kozia Dolinka, is also conducive to the for-

mation and retention of permafrost (Li et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2018). Both the depth of such permafrost 

and the area it covers, as well as the presence of year-round snow patches, can serve as indicators for as-

sessing the impact of global warming on the climate of the mountains, including the Tatras (IPCC 2001, 

2007, 2013, 2014, 2019). 

Despite an array of publications focusing on the various forms of ground relief and the processes present 

in high-altitude postglacial Tatra cirques (Dąbrowska 2015), their microclimate has not yet been properly 

investigated. The short series of measurements that exist are insufficient for accurate determination of the 

average annual air temperature and for a detailed comparison of postglacial cirques with convex forms 



 

 

(ridges, peaks), as represented by the Kasprowy Wierch High-Mountain Meteorological Observatory, a 

benchmark station for the High Tatras. Previous attempts to characterize the microclimate of high-alti-

tude postglacial cirques have amounted to estimates – rather than actual determinations – of average an-

nual air temperatures on the basis of a set of measurements restricted by major terrain-related difficulties. 

When covered by snow, the Kocioł Mięguszowiecki cirque is not only frequented by avalanches from 

above, but – due to its low slope angle – also accumulates large amounts of snow that spills in avalanches 

moving further downslope. The constant slow movement of the snow cover down the slope further com-

plicates obtaining measurements, especially in spring. Even masts made of thick aluminum pipes with a 

diameter of c. 5 cm are bent and knocked down. Additionally, the bottoms of the postglacial cirques and 

the lower sections of slopes tend to accumulate a deep snow cover up to several meters thick (e.g. approx. 

6 m in the Kozia Dolinka valley). As a result of such substantial accumulations of snow, for several winter 

months sensors measure the temperature of the snow, opposed to that of the air, and regular maintenance 

of the sensors in wintertime is practically impossible. Comparing temperatures supplied by automatic sta-

tions installed within postglacial cirques, with data from the Kasprowy Wierch High-Mountain Meteoro-

logical Observatory (Fig. 2), must be preceded by quality control, otherwise it may can lead to erroneous 

conclusions. The reason may be limitations in the possibility of supervising the conditions of exposure of 

instruments and the frequency of service activities in an unguarded place (postglacial cirque) and in a me-

teorological station with specialist staff. 

 

Fig. 2. IMGW-PIB Kasprowy Wierch High-Mountain Meteorological Observatory: a) meteorological instruments in 

winter setting, b) meteorological instruments in summer setting, c) observatory building (source IMGW-PIB). 

In this paper, air temperatures of the Kozia Dolinka cirque measured in 2004-2008 are compared to those 

from the Kasprowy Wierch High-Mountain Meteorological Observatory. Although the series of measure-

ments from the Kozia Dolinka cirque has numerous gaps in the warm period of the year, it is the only 



 

 

such long series of data from a small Tatra postglacial cirque that has been studied to date. The purpose of 

this paper is to more accurately define the microclimate of small high-altitude postglacial cirques, and to 

compare it with the microclimate of convex landforms, namely peaks. The paper also attempts to deter-

mine to what extent standard air temperature measurements reflect the actual variability of the microcli-

mate in this type of high-mountain area. 

2. Study area 

A postglacial cirque approximately 500 m and 100 m wide in the Sucha Woda Valley, namely Kozia 

Dolinka, whose bottom lies at an altitude of 1930-1950 m (Fig. 3), was selected as the study area. The 

cirque opens towards the north-east, and the peaks that surround it reach c. 2300 m. The rocky slopes and 

walls are incised by deep gullies with large, but poorly fragmented talus cones formed at their mouths 

(Fig. 4). The snow cover, both on the bottom and in the lower sections of the slope, is several meters 

thick, and only disappears in the first half of June.  

In the depressions, firn patches persist until July, and occasionally until August. Very small patches of firn 

ice may persist in gully mouths and at the interface between rock faces and screes until September. Perma-

frost occurs in the talus cones under Kozi Wierch and Kozie Czuby (Kędzia et al. 1998; Mościcki, Kędzia 

2001; Kędzia 2004). 

Finding the right spot to install the station posed a huge problem. The most interesting place for measur-

ing air temperatures is the lower area of the scree near Kozi Wierch, where the permafrost is the thickest. 

This area is only exposed to direct solar radiation for roughly half of the year. However, given the proxim-

ity of the tourist trail, great thickness of the snow cover and likelihood of snow avalanches, the idea of po-

sitioning the station there was abandoned. After observing the formation of the snow cover in Kozia 

Dolinka for several years it was concluded that the only spot where the station would last and measure air, 

rather than snow temperature was a rocky outcrop between the upper sections of the talus cones beneath 

the Kozi Wierch and the Kozie Czuby peaks. The outcrop lies at about 2010 m a.s.l. and around 60 m 

above the bottom of the adjacent valley. Kędzia installed an air temperature measuring station here in 

2014. Even though the area has no permafrost and its location, at 60 m above the bottom of the cirque, 

implies that it is not the coldest spot during temperature inversion period, the area nevertheless reflects 

the thermal conditions of the concave landform, and is suitable for studying differences in thermal condi-

tions with the neighboring peaks and ridges. This includes the conditions that prevail at the Kasprowy 

Wierch High-Mountain Meteorological Observatory. 

The results of temperature measurements from Kozia Dolinka were compared with the measurements of 

the Kasprowy Wierch High-Mountain Meteorological Observatory, which lies at an altitude of 1991 m, c. 

20 m below the Kozia Dolinka station, but at the top of a peak (a convex form). The temperature is meas-

ured in a meteorological cage mounted on the roof of the building (Fig. 2). 



 

 

 

Fig. 3. Study area (ridge map): Kozia Dolinka – Kasprowy Wierch – Hala Gąsienicowa. 

 

Fig. 4. Kozia Dolinka station. 

3. Research methods 

Air temperatures in the Kozia Dolinka valley were measured at a height of 2 m above the ground, using 

Onset Computers digital HOBO Pro data loggers, fitted with thermistors with a measurement uncertainty 

of ±0.2°C and resolution of 0.02°C (Fig. 4). Before they were installed onsite, each logger had been cali-

brated to an accuracy of 0.1°C, and checked after it was removed from the measuring site. The measure-

ments spanned the period from 14 October 2004 to 29 January 2009. Measurements were logged daily on 

an hourly basis. The thermistor (digital thermometer) was placed in a radiation shield, which protected it 

against precipitation and direct solar radiation. The maximum thickness of the snow cover at the measur-

ing site (in the years 2004-2009) usually remained below 1 m as a result of snow being blown away by the 

wind. Despite the relatively low snow cover in spring (twice in June and once in May), the mast of the sta-

tion would be knocked down and destroyed by the dense snow that moved downslope. As a consequence, 

there are gaps in the data series in each year.  

Temperatures at the IMGW-PIB Kasprowy Wierch High-Mountain Meteorological Observatory were 

measured by Vaisala temperature sensors integrated into an automatic MAWS 301 weather station. The 

sensors were placed in a meteorological cage mounted on the roof of the building 2 m above its surface 

(Fig. 2). They had valid calibration certificates and were additionally checked using portable calibration 

standards at six-month intervals. The measurement results were recorded in one-minute steps. This paper 



 

 

uses the data recorded at each full hour. The sensor’s exposure was checked on an ongoing basis and ad-

justed throughout the day, if necessary, by observers in the observatory. 

The data on snow cover duration were based on the measurements at the Hala Gąsienicowa Nival Re-

search Station of the IMGW-PIB. Unlike the Kasprowy Wierch High-Mountain Meteorological Observa-

tory, the Hala Gąsienicowa Station is free of disturbances to the thickness of the snow cover resulting 

from the transportation of snow by winds. The Hala Gąsienicowa Station, which has the status of a sec-

ond-order synoptic station (from 1 January 2019, previously a third-order climate station) is the highest 

situated IMGW-PIB station in the Tatras (1520 m a.s.l.), and the snow cover is measured in a meteorolog-

ical garden. 

4. Results 

Despite the gaps in the data series, mainly in the summer, there is clear seasonality in the average monthly 

temperatures between Kozia Dolinka and Kasprowy Wierch (Figs. 5, 6). In late autumn, winter and early 

Spring (Fig. 5) Kozia Dolinka is generally warmer. The difference in the average monthly air temperature 

between these two sites increases with the number of days with snow cover and decreases as the snow 

cover recedes. The greatest difference in average monthly temperatures was recorded in March 2006, 

when Kozia Dolinka was warmer than Kasprowy Wierch by 0.8°C. The situation reversed in September 

(from June to August, the station was damaged after heavy snowfall in late May and the first decade of 

June). At that time the snow cover had already melted on the ridges and peaks, while the shaded slopes in 

Kozia Dolinka were still snow-covered, the Kozia Dolinka cirque was 0.2°C colder. It was the coldest in 

April 2007, when the difference in the average monthly temperatures between Kozia Dolinka and 

Kasprowy Wierch reached 0.6°C. This was associated with very early thawing of the winter snow cover 

across the Tatras, where snow could only be found in high lying and shaded concave landforms. A similar 

situation occurred in June-August 2008, when the temperature difference reached 0.5°C. The least pro-

nounced differences in temperature between the stations in question were recorded in autumn 2005. This 

was likely driven by snowfall in August and the following months, as well as the early formation of snow 

cover throughout the Tatras. This eliminated temperature differences arising from the influences of active 

surfaces, which normally behave in different ways in autumn (especially in connection with the presence 

of snow patches in concave forms and the absence thereof on convex ones). 



 

 

 

Fig. 5. Average monthly air temperature on Kasprowy Wierch and in Kozia Dolinka, and duration of snow cover on 

Hala Gąsienicowa. 

 

Fig. 6. Difference in average monthly air temperature between Kasprowy Wierch and Kozia Dolinka. Negative values 

occur when the temperature in Kozia Dolinka is higher than on Kasprowy Wierch. 

While the most pronounced differences between Kozia Dolinka and Kasprowy Wierch in the average 

monthly air temperature were mainly recorded in the second half of the winter (February-March), the larg-

est differences in the average monthly minimum temperature were chiefly observed in autumn and in the 

first part of winter (October-November). The most noticeable differences in the average monthly mini-

mum temperature in the study period were recorded in autumn 2005 and winter 2006 (Figs. 7, 8). In abso-

lute terms, the largest difference and duration of snow cover on Hala Gąsienicowa was recorded in No-

vember 2005, when the average monthly minimum temperature in the Kozia Dolinka cirque was higher 



 

 

and amounted to –4.7ºC, while that on Kasprowy Wierch was –5.6ºC. By contrast, the smallest differ-

ences in the average monthly minimum temperature were recorded in the winter of 2004. Lower values of 

the average monthly minimum temperature in Kozia Dolinka were chiefly recorded in winter and spring. 

The difference did not exceed 0.3ºC. 

 

Fig. 7. Average monthly minimum air temperature on Kasprowy Wierch and in Kozia Dolinka, and duration of 

snow cover on Hala Gąsienicowa. 

 

Fig. 8. Difference in average monthly minimum air temperature between Kasprowy Wierch and Kozia Dolinka. Neg-

ative values occur when the temperature in Kozia Dolinka is higher than on Kasprowy Wierch. 

However, the largest differences between Kozia Dolinka and Kasprowy Wierch were observed for the av-

erage monthly maximum temperature (Figs. 9, 10). In April 2006, the average monthly maximum temper-

ature in Kozia Dolinka was 3.1ºC higher than on Kasprowy Wierch, while the year before, i.e. in April 



 

 

2005, this was 2.5ºC. In the winter of 2007, the greatest differences reached 0.6ºC. Large differences be-

tween the stations were also observed in September 2006 and 2008, when the average monthly maximum 

temperatures in the Kozia Dolinka cirque were 1.1ºC and 0.7ºC higher, respectively. Values of average 

monthly maximum temperature which were lower than on Kasprowy Wierch occurred twice in the warm 

season (in September and October 2005 and in June-August 2008), and once in winter (April 2007). The 

difference in recorded values fluctuated around 0.5ºC. 

 

Fig. 9. Average monthly maximum air temperature on Kasprowy Wierch and in Kozia Dolinka, and duration of 

snow cover on Hala Gąsienicowa. 

 

Fig. 10. Difference in average monthly maximum temperature between Kasprowy Wierch and Kozia Dolinka. Nega-

tive values occur when the temperature in Kozia Dolinka is higher than on Kasprowy Wierch. 

 

 



 

 

5. Discussion 

Our analysis of the trend in the average monthly air temperature and the average monthly maximum and 

minimum temperatures, as well as of periods when snow cover builds up and disappears, has revealed that 

the Kozia Dolinka cirque is warmer than Kasprowy Wierch for most of the year, except for the period 

when the snow cover retreats. At such times, the very thick snow cover, formed by snow blown into 

Kozia Dolinka from rock faces, lasts until June with some snow patches remaining in place until Septem-

ber. By contrast, at the summit of Kasprowy Wierch, where the IMGW-PIB High-Mountain Meteorologi-

cal Observatory is located, the snow cover is much thinner and disappears faster than in Kozia Dolinka as 

a result of the snow blowing away. There are no long-lying snow patches on Kasprowy Wierch, which 

would have a cooling effect on the environment and thus lower the air temperature by absorbing energy 

for the melting and sublimation of snow. The long duration of the snow cover and snow patches in Kozia 

Dolinka causes the air temperature to be lower here than on Kasprowy Wierch in late spring and early 

summer, when the winter snow cover has already melted on Kasprowy Wierch. Kozia Dolinka is cooler 

than Kasprowy Wierch during the thawing of the winter snow cover. There are situations when fresh 

snow cover forms after the winter cover has already disappeared, e.g. at the end of May or at the begin-

ning of June. During the thawing of such ‘summer’ snow cover, Kozia Dolinka remains much cooler than 

Kasprowy Wierch. 

The most substantial differences in average monthly minimum temperature between the stations occur in 

autumn: in October or November, when higher minimum temperatures are observed in Kozia Dolinka. It 

is difficult to determine the underlying causation without additional research. Apart from the increased 

effect of the foehn wind, the most likely reason is the dissipation of heat by the rocky slopes surrounding 

the Kozia Dolinka valley, which are yet to be covered by an insulating layer of snow cover, whilst the 

snow cover on Kasprowy Wierch has already been formed. 

Surprisingly, the highest temperature differences between Kozia Dolinka and Kasprowy Wierch are char-

acterized in the average monthly maximum temperature. The temperature at the warmest time of the day 

is crucial for the duration of snow patches in Kozia Dolinka. However, it must be remembered that this is 

caused by feedback since, on the one hand, the presence of snow patches decreases the temperature in 

connection with the utilization of energy to melt and sublime the snow, and on the other, lowered temper-

atures slow down these processes and cause the snow cover to persist. A clear inverse relationship is ob-

servable, namely that the persistence of snow cover in Kozia Dolinka when it is absent on Kasprowy 

Wierch. This usually happens in spring and early summer; as snow cover is formed– an increase in the dif-

ference in maximum temperature between the stations and generally in higher maximum temperatures on 

Kasprowy Wierch are initiated. 

Current knowledge of the climate of high-altitude postglacial cirques in the Tatras suggests that the air 

temperature in such concave, strongly shaded landforms with long-lying snow cover is significantly lower 



 

 

all year round than the air temperature on convex landforms. This was the conclusion, inter alia, of re-

search by Hess (1965). Admittedly, two series of several-day-long measurements in the Kocioł 

Mięguszowiecki cirque carried out by Kędzia (1993) demonstrated that in some weather situations high-

altitude postglacial cirques may be warmer than convex forms, but it seemed unlikely for a concave feature 

to be warmer than a convex one for over half a year, and even less so in the cold half of the year. That 

Kasprowy Wierch would be cooler during winter by as much as 0.8°C than Kozia Dolinka seemed even 

more unlikely. Based on the series of several-year-long measurements used in the present study, which is, 

unfortunately, incomplete, it is difficult to clearly ascertain the underlying causes. The likely reason is the 

fact that the station in Kozia Dolinka is situated about 60 m above the bottom of the valley, i.e. above the 

area where cold air is likely to stand. Another relevant factor could be the location where the air tempera-

ture is measured on Kasprowy Wierch, with the thermometers placed on the roof of a two-story building, 

i.e. about 8 m above the ground. Positioning the thermometers in this way, especially on the top of a 

mountain, may lower the value of the measured air temperature. Temperature differences may also be 

caused by natural conditions, including the albedo of snow-covered vertical rock faces and the inflow of 

warmth from the heated vertical rocks towards the valley. This culminates in small, high-altitude and con-

cave forms to have a higher temperature in winter than unprotected convex forms, namely peaks.  

6. Conclusions 

In the cool half of the year, the IMGW-PIB High-Mountain Meteorological Observatory located on the 

summit of Kasprowy Wierch records lower thermal indicators than the station in Kozia Dolinka – a small 

glacial cirque located at a similar altitude, as reflected by the average monthly air temperature and the aver-

age monthly maximum and minimum temperatures. 

The pattern of average monthly air temperature in the warm season of the year shows a relationship with 

periods of thawing of winter and seasonal snow cover.  

With no additional measurements of the heat balance, standard measurements of air temperatures in high 

mountains are not sufficient to unambiguously explain the observed patterns. Consequently, there is a 

need for further and more detailed investigation of the topoclimate of postglacial high-altitude cirques and 

convex forms, such as peaks and ridges, in order to confirm differences in temperature between these 

forms and identify the underlying causes. In particular, this applies to summer periods, for which the long-

est gaps in the data series occurred. 

The present study confirms the results of previous research, which has corroborated the presence of con-

ditions conducive to the persistence of permafrost in the Kozia Dolinka cirque. Even though Kozia 

Dolinka is warmer in the cold season than Kasprowy Wierch, the temperature of the warm season and 

especially the maximum temperature is the key factor in determining permafrost. In Kozia Dolinka, the 

impact of air temperature on ground temperature in winter is weakened by the presence of a very thick 

(several meters thick) snow cover that insulates the ground. In the summer, when permafrost undergoes 



 

 

ablation, Kozia Dolinka is colder than Kasprowy Wierch, which leads to a conclusion that high altitude 

postglacial cirques offer more favorable conditions for permafrost than convex forms. 
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